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Abstract

Equality is a fundamental concept in first-order reasoning, yet for con-
nection based proof methods a notoriously challenging one to handle effi-
ciently. While paramodulation is a popular technique for resolution and re-
lated calculi, there is no single practical successful solution for connection
based approaches. This thesis presents an extensible system for equality pre-
processing in connection calculi that can be used as a tool in reducing the
search space of problems that contain equality. A number of preprocessing
rules are described and subsequently used in the implementation of a prepro-
cessing system (EPICC) written in the Clojure programming language. The
leanCoP core connection prover is extended to use the EPICC system for
handling equality and it is shown that the resulting system performs better
than the current equality handling approach used by leanCoP.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Equality is an essential concept when reasoning about everyday life – one that is so

commonly relied upon that we perhaps barely give it a second thought. Knowing

that London is the capital of the United Kingdom and that the United Kingdom and

the UK are equal, i.e. they denote the same thing, lets us conclude that London

is the capital of the UK. Indeed, it is not surprising that the Thousands of Prob-

lems for Theorem Provers (TPTP) library [1] – the largest collection of problems

for automated theorem proving (ATP), uses equality in the formalisation of a vast

number of problems. Yet, for a concept so ubiquitous, performant automation is

not straightforward.

In mathematics and first-order logic equality is usually represented by the infix

symbol “=”, and the previous statement could (in short) be encoded using the

first-order formula as shown in Figure 1.

(a = b∧P(a))⇒ P(b)

Figure 1: An encoding the statement “If the UK and the the United
Kingdom denote the same place, and London is the capital of the UK
then London is the capital of the United Kingdom”. In this example P
is read as London is the capital of, a is interpreted as the UK and b as
the United Kingdom.

In order to solve this problem ATP systems have to incorporate techniques

for equality. While paramodulation [2] is a successful technique for dealing with

equality in the popular resolution method [3], the situation is more complicated for

tableau or connection calculi [4, 5]. For example, the use of rigid E-unification [6]

is practically infeasible due to its complexity [7]. A more restricted technique

called bounded rigid E-unification has been implemented in the tableau prover

ePrincess [8, 9], but can not easily be extended to connection calculi. So far, the

most successful technique for dealing with equality in connection calculi, as also

implemented in the leanCoP prover [10, 11], simply adds the equality axioms and

then uses restricted backtracking [12] to limit the amount of redundancy caused by

the equality axioms. But as observed in the yearly CADE ATP System Competi-

tion (CASC) held at the Conference on Automated Deduction (CADE), the relative

performance of leanCoP compared to other provers on problems with equality is

significantly lower than its relative performance on problems without equality [13].
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1.2 Goals of this Thesis

The main goal of this work is to find a preprocessing technique for handling equal-

ity that has better performance than the current approach taken by the leanCoP
theorem prover. In order to achieve this, a theoretical framework must be devel-

oped and any method used by the framework must be shown to be sound. Fur-

thermore the theoretical framework must be translated into a working system (i.e

implemented using a programming language) that is both sound and has good per-

formance characteristics.

The methods developed in this thesis will be evaluated with respect to the TPTP

library. The total number of first-order logic theorems containing equality taken

from the TPTP library that a system can prove will be used as a means of compar-

ison. All results will be benchmarked against both the current approach taken by

the leanCoP theorem prover and an implementation of the Modification Method

(STE) [14], another well-known preprocessing technique to deal with equality in

connection calculi.

Section 2 establishes the fundamentals of First-order Logic (FOL) and presents

a survey of existing techniques for handling equality. The Connection Method

(CM), on which the leanCoP theorem prover is based is introduced in Section 2.5.

The details of the underlying matrix characterization of the connection calculus are

presented. Section 2.6 introduces the axioms of equality and gives a detailed expla-

nation of the current approach for handling equality taken by leanCoP. This Sec-

tion concludes by exploring existing approaches used by various theorem provers

for solving problems with equality.

Section 3 presents the Equality Preprocessing in Connection Cacluli (EPICC)

framework of preprocessing techniques for simplifying problems containing equal-

ity. Sections 3.1 and 3.3 lay the groundwork for a preprocessing framework with

Section 3.5 detailing a number of equality handling rules.

Section 4 provides a detailed overview of how the rules introduced in Section 3

can be implemented and design decisions are discussed. It is explained how EPICC

the framework was translated into EPICC the system.

Section 5 discusses the methods used to test the software presented in Section

4 and presents the results of running various configurations of the EPICC system

against the TPTP library. These results of which are compared to both the existing

approach taken by leanCoP and the modification method.

Section 6 includes both a conclusion and an outlook that considers how the

EPICC framework might be taken forwards.
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2 Preliminaries

Logic is a field of study concerned with the systematic analysis of the form of argu-

ments. The word comes originally from the ancient Greek “λογικη” meaning “the

word” or “what is spoken”. A valid argument is one where there is a specific rela-

tion of logical support between the assumptions of the argument and its conclusion.

At is most fundamental level, automated theorem proving is about automating the

process of searching from this relation.

While it is assumed that the reader has a passing knowledge of first-order logic,

for the sake of clarity the the key concepts (with respect to automated theorem

proving with equality) will be introduced. The connection calculus is introduced,

and a survey of existing methods for handling equality is conducted.

2.1 First-order Logic (FOL)

The standard notation for first-order formulae is used. Terms (denoted by s, t,u,v)

are built up from functions (denoted by f ), constants (a,b,c) and variables (denoted

by x,y,z). An atomic formula (denoted by A) is built up from predicate symbols

(denoted by P) and terms. A (first-order) formula (denoted by F) is built up from

atomic formulae, the connectives ¬ (negation), ∧ (conjunction), ∨ (disjunction),

⇒ (implication)1 and the standard first-order quantifiers ∀ and ∃. A literal L has

the form A or ¬A. Its complement L is A if L is of the form ¬A; otherwise L is ¬L.

Definition 2.1 (Validity). A formula F is valid if and only if (iff) F is true for all

possible interpretations of its predicate (and function) symbols. A valid formula

is denoted |= F . A formula that is not valid is said to be “invalid”. Validity in

first-order logic is only semi-decidable.

The classic example of a valid formula is the often cited – if “all men are

mortal” and “Socrates is a man” then “Socrates is mortal”. This can be encoded in

first-order logic as follows:

(∀x(man(x)⇒mortal(x))∧man(Socrates))⇒mortal(Socrates)

Here we see a formula that that has two premises and one conclusion – “Socrates

in mortal”. A formula with this form is valid if and only if the truth of its premises

1 The bidirectional logical operator P ⇐⇒ Q can be implemented as (P⇒Q)∧ (Q⇒ P). While
the implication operator P⇒ Q is shorthand for ¬P∨Q (in classical logic), it is included for the
practical reasons of clarity and familiarity.
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entails the truth of the conclusion.

Definition 2.2 (Logical Consequence). Given a finite set of formulae F1, . . . ,Fn

(axioms) and a formula F (conjecture), F is said to be logical consequence of

F1, . . . ,Fn iff (F1∧·· ·∧Fn)⇒ F is valid.

Going back to our previous example, if we were to treat the statements “all

men are mortal” and “Socrates is a man” as axioms in the sense that we assume

that they are true, we see that “Socrates is mortal” is a logical consequence of these

axioms. The Deduction theorem states that logical consequence can be reduced to

validity.

Definition 2.3 (Satisfiablity). A formula F is satisfiable if it is possible to find an

interpretation of the predicate (and function) symbols that makes the formula F

true. A formula that is not satisfiable is said to be “unsatisfiable”.

The two two concepts of validity and satisfiability are inextricably linked, in-

deed they are two sides of the same coin. A formula F is valid iff the negation of F

(written ¬F) is unsatisfiable. A formula F is invalid iff its negation is satisfiable.

While industrial uses of automated theorem proving may not be as wide spread

as those of satisfiability (SAT) solvers, theorem provers can be used to solve prob-

lems from a diverse number domains. These include the the fields of logic, math-

ematics, computer science, engineering, social sciences, arts and humanities, and

others. First-order theorem proving is one of the most mature subfields of auto-

mated theorem proving. The logic is expressive enough to allow the specification

of arbitrary problems, often in a reasonably natural and intuitive way. Automated

theorem proving has had a lot of success in the domain of program verification –

the act of proving or disproving the correctness of intended algorithms underly-

ing a system with respect to a certain formal specification or property. At present,

formal verification is used by most or all leading hardware companies[15].

The other notable exception is obviously theorem proving itself. Automated

theorem provers are often run as sub-procedures in larger suites of tools known as

“interactive theorem provers” or “proof assistants” such as Coq2. In this context,

different theorem provers may be used to attempt to solve sub-problems using brute

force i.e without direction from the user.

Definition 2.4 (Soundness and Completeness). A calculus or proof procedure P

(Assuming of course that the proof procedure is a correct implementation of a

2 https://coq.inria.fr/
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calculus) is said to be sound if it is the case that whenever a formula F is provable

in the calculus P then F is valid.

`P F =⇒ |= F

The notation `P indicates that a proof of validity was found with respect to the

calculus P . As a consequence a sound calculus produces no false positives. This

means that it is never possible for the calculus to prove a formula that is not valid.

A calculus or proof procedure P is said to be complete if it is the case that

whenever a formula F is valid then it is possible to prove it in the calculus P .

|= F =⇒`P F

As a consequence, a calculus that is complete produces no false negatives, meaning

that it is never possible for the calculus to find a counter model for a formula a valid

formula F . A calculus that is both sound and complete is denoted:

`P F ⇐⇒ |= F

It is very simple to construct a naı̈ve theorem prover that is sound but not com-

plete (always return “invalid”) or a prover that is complete but not sound (always

return “valid”). As we shall see, it is perfectly reasonable for a proof procedure

to use a “technique” that is sound but not complete as long as the prover rejects

any results returned as invalid. By doing this the theorem prover is still complete.

Clearly – our naı̈ve implementation would not be very useful! Indeed the use of

multiple sound techniques (in conjunction with at least one technique that is both

sound and complete that must be run if all other techniques fail to prove the valid-

ity of the input) is a common approach, and the one taken by the leanCoP theorem

prover. While this means that more aggressive pruning of the search space is pos-

sible when performing a proof search it can have the effect of limiting the ability

of the theorem prover itself to return invalid as this must only be returned by a

technique that is both sound and complete.

While this may seem like an implementation detail, as the complexity of the-

orem provers grows, the management or scheduling of both sound and complete

(possibly never terminating) and sound (able to prove validity but not invalidity)

approaches is vital. Using approaches based on heuristics can greatly improve the

performance of a theorem prover.
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2.2 Skolemization and Hebrandization

Skolemization (named after the Norwegian mathematician Thoralf Skolem3) is the

process of converting a formula with arbitrary quantifiers ∀ and ∃ into a formula

that only contains universal (∀) ones. Such a transformation is satisfiability pre-

serving.

Hebrandization (named after the French mathematician Jacques Herbrand) is

the dual of Skolemization. It is the process of converting a formula with arbitrary

quantifiers ∀ and ∃ into a formula that only contains existential (∃) ones. Such a

transformation is validity preserving. It is not uncommon in literature for authors

to refer to Hebrandization as Skolemization.

An alternative to Skolemization or Hebrandization is to use term orderings

[16], however such an approach lies outside the scope of this work.

2.3 Normal Forms and representation

Definition 2.5 (Negation Normal Form (NNF)). A formula F is said to be in Nega-

tion Normal Form iff the only binary logical operators in the formula are ∧ or ∨
and every negation operator ¬ appears before an atomic formula. The symbol “=”

is not considered to be a logical operator, but a binary predicate symbol.

Definition 2.6 (Equisatisfiable). Two formulae are equisatisfiable if and only if the

first formula is satisfiable whenever the second is.

Definition 2.7 (Validity Preserving). Two formulae are validity preserving if and

only if the first formula is valid whenever the second is.

Definition 2.8 (Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF)). A formula is said to be in Con-

junctive Normal Form iff it is a conjunction of disjunctions of literals

∀x1 . . . ∀xi (C1∧·· ·∧Cn)

where each clause C has the form L1 ∨ ·· · ∨ L j. Every formula in propositional

logic can be transformed into an equivalent formula in CNF [17]. Every formula

in first-order logic can be transformed into an equisatisfiabile formula in CNF.

Definition 2.9 (Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF)). A formula is in Disjunctive

Normal Form iff it is a disjunction of conjunctions of literals.

∃x1 . . . ∃xi (C1∨·· ·∨Cn)

3 A man who both studied and later taught at the University of Oslo
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where each clause C has the form L1 ∧ ·· · ∧ L j. Unlike the Conjunctive Normal

Form, every formula in first-order logic can be transformed into an validity pre-

serving formula in DNF.

Definition 2.10 (Clausal Form). Given formula F that is either in Conjunctive

Normal Form or Disjunctive Normal Form, the clausal form of F consists of a

matrix written as a set of clauses.

As most of the popular efficient proof search calculi work on formulae that are

in clausal form (i.e DNF or CNF), it is common (but not necessary4) for theorem

provers to perform this conversion of an input formula into a normal form during a

preprocessing step.

When it is clear which normal form is being used, a formula is normally rep-

resented using a clausal form. For example a formula in DNF (note that the only

quantifiers are existential) as shown below:

∃x∃y (L1∧L2)∨ (L3∧L4∧L5)

is often represented in its clausal normal form:

{{L1,L2},{L3,L4,L5}}

When this is the case then any variables are implicitly considered to be existentially

quantified (in the case of DNF) or universally quantified (in the case of CNF).

The set notation makes two things clear - firstly, order is not important (both in

terms of clause ordering and literal ordering) and secondly, duplicate literals can

be removed from a clause and duplicate clauses may be removed from the matrix.

This is exactly the same as the properties of conjunctions and disjunctions, where

a formula P∧P can be reduced to P in the same was as P∨P can be simplified

to P without losing any information (both reductions preserve both validity and

satisfiabiltiy).

The graphical representation of a formula in clausal form uses a matrix to vi-

sualise the formula (the set like properties still hold). When using matrix notation

4 For example the nanoCoP theorem prover (http://www.leancop.de/nanocop/)
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the clauses are represented as columns in the matrix.[L1

L2

] L3

L4

L5




This matrix notation is common in the graphical representation of the connection

calculus.

2.4 Unsatisfiablity, validity and the relation between CNF and DNF

The resolution calculus works with formula in conjunctive normal form. As such

a transformation is only equisatisfiable, the formula is first negated before being

converted into the clausal form and the proof procedure begins. Thus, a formula

is considered valid when its negation is unsatisfiable. The connection method does

not negate the formula and proves validity “directly”. If there is no interpretation

that makes all given clauses simultaneously false, then the given clauses are valid.

Assume that we have a formula (which happens to be a theorem) in disjunctive

normal form.

F1 = ∃x∃y∃z [Q(x)∨ (¬P(y)∧¬Q(y))∨P(z)]

with its graphical representation in clausal form:

F1 =

[[
Q(x)

] [
¬P(y)

¬Q(y)

] [
P(z)

]]

If we negate this formula then the resulting matrix in conjunctive normal form is

identical to the original apart from the fact that all of the signs have been swapped.

¬F1 = ¬∃x∃y∃z [Q(x)∨ (¬P(y)∧¬Q(y))∨P(z)]

¬F1 = ∀x¬∃y∃z [Q(x)∨ (¬P(y)∧¬Q(y))∨P(z)]

¬F1 = ∀x∀y¬∃z [Q(x)∨ (¬P(y)∧¬Q(y))∨P(z)]

¬F1 = ∀x∀y∀z ¬[Q(x)∨ (¬P(y)∧¬Q(y))∨P(z)]

¬F1 = ∀x∀y∀z [¬Q(x)∧¬(¬P(y)∧¬Q(y))∧¬P(z)]

¬F1 = ∀x∀y∀z [¬Q(x)∧ (P(y)∨Q(y))∧¬P(z)]

13



And now using its graphical representation in clausal form

¬F1 =

[[
¬Q(x)

] [
P(y)

Q(y)

] [
¬P(z)

]]

we can see that the only thing that has changed is the sign of the literals. There

has been no structural change. A proof procedure will now succeed iff ¬F is

unsatisfiable.
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2.5 The Connection Method (CM)

The Connection Method (CM) is a framework for automated deduction with ori-

gins in the work of Andrews [18] and Bibel [19]. It differs from other frameworks

such as Resolution [2] in that establishing the truth of a given statement is achieved

through analysis of the syntactic structure of that statement.

Connection methods belong to the family of tableaux methods. Indeed it can

be argued that the connection method is a refinement of the tableaux method.

The tableau method itself is considered my many (notably those who main

experience is resolution) to not be performant enough for solving “hard” prob-

lems. While to a certain extent this may be true - those who work with connection

methods would point to the fact that by not enforcing a conversion into a normal

form (see for example the nanoCoP theorem prover) one may glean important

structural information that may be used in the proof. It is perhaps useful to think

of connection methods as being goal oriented and resolution as being saturation

based.

Definition 2.11 (Matrix). A set of clauses is represented as a matrix. A matrix M
of a formula consists of its clauses {C1, . . . ,Ck}, in which each clause is a set of its

literals {L1, . . . ,Lm}.


L1

1
...

L1
i

 . . .

Lk
1
...

Lk
j




Figure 2: Graphical representation of a matrix

In the graphical representation of a matrix, its clauses are arranged horizon-

tally, while the literals of each clause are arranged vertically (see Figure 2). For a

concrete example see Figure 3.

Definition 2.12 (Path). A path through a matrix M={C1, . . .,Cn} is a set of literals

that contains one literal from each clause Ci∈M, i.e. a set ∪n
i=1{L′i} with L′i∈Ci.

Considering the example of Figure 3, there are exactly four paths - namely

{P,¬P,¬Q,¬R}, {P,¬P,R,¬R}, {P,Q,¬Q,¬R} and {P,Q,R,¬R}. These can be

seen as literal paths running through the matrix. As the clauses are disjunct, each

path can be seen as a disjunction of literals meaning for example that the first path

can be read as (P∨¬P∨¬Q∨¬R).
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(P)∨ (¬P∧Q)∨ (¬Q∧R)∨ (¬R)

(a) A formula in disjunctive normal form[[
P
] [
¬P
Q

] [
¬Q
R

] [
¬R
]]

(b) The same formula using matrix notation

Figure 3: A Matrix with 4 paths

Definition 2.13 (Connection). A connection is a set that contains two literals of

the form {P(s1, . . . ,sn),¬P(t1, . . . , tn)}.

A connection can be thought of a subset of a path through the matrix. As the

simplest form of a valid formula is (P⇒ P) or, when re-written to use disjunc-

tion (¬P∨P) which only has one path {P,¬P} then a connection can be seen as

capturing this basic structure5.

A set of connections in is called spanning if each path though the matrix con-

tains at least one of its connections. In this example every path contains a con-

nection. The first contains {P,¬P}, the second contains both {P,¬P} and {P,¬P}
while the third contains {Q,¬Q} and the fourth {R,¬R}. The set of connections is

then

{{P,¬P},{Q,¬Q},{R,¬R}}

As every connection in the set of connections occurs in a path though the matrix,

we say that the set is spanning. This is nothing more than stating that every path

though the matrix is valid. Indeed, the number of paths that a matrix contains can

be calculated by taking the product of the cardinality of every clause in the matrix

(Figure 4).

|M|

∏
i=1
|Ci|

Figure 4: The number of paths though a matrix is calculated by taking the product of the cardinalities
of the clauses.

Definition 2.14 (Substitution). A first-order or term substitution σ is a mapping

from the set of term variables to the set of terms. In σ(L) and σ(C) all term

5 Note that this formula is not valid in intuitionistic logic.
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variables x in L and C are substituted by their image σ(x). A connection {L1,L2}
with σ(L1)=σ(L2) is called σ -complementary.

The following matrix characterization [20] provides a simple criterion for the

validity of a formula and is the basis of the connection method [5].

Theorem 2.1 (Matrix Characterization). A formula F is valid iff there exists (1)

a multiplicity µ : M→ IN, (2) a term substitution σ and (3) a set of connections

S, such that every path through the matrix Mµ of F contains a σ -complementary

connection {L1,L2} ∈ S. In Mµ , clause copies have been added according to µ .

It is important to note that the substitution σ must hold for every path through

the matrix. Figure 5 gives an example of a matrix where a substitution is required.

As each clause is existentially quantified we are free to rename variables such that

they are unique to each clause.

In order to prove this matrix (in a naı̈ve way) we use the same approach as

previously described. However, there must be a substitution σ that can be applied

to every path in order to produce σ -complementary connections. The set of con-

nections are:

{{P(a),¬P(a)},{Q(x),¬Q(y)},{R(y),¬R(a)}}

By applying the substitution σ = {x→ a,y→ a} to the connections we get:

{{P(a),¬P(a)},{Q(a),¬Q(a)},{R(a),¬R(a)}}

As every each of the 4 paths in contain a σ -complementary connection the formula

in Figure 5 is valid.

∃x∃y (Pa)∨ (¬Pa∧Qx)∨ (¬Qy∧Ry)∨ (¬Ra)

(a) An existentially quantified formula in disjunctive normal form[[
Pa
] [
¬Pa

Qx

] [
¬Qy

Ry

] [
¬Ra

]]

(b) The same formula using matrix notation

Figure 5: A Matrix with 4 paths and two variables
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2.5.1 LeanCoP

The leanCoP theorem prover (“CoP” being an abbreviation of Connection Prover)

is a compact automated theorem prover for classical first-order logic based on the

connection calculus.

Written in Prolog with a tiny footprint of only 333 bytes, it is one of the only

implementations of the Connection Method to be consistently represented at the

CADE ATP System Competition (CASC) [21]. Yet, the “lean” in leanCoP refers

not only to the size of the program itself, but to the fact that the implementation is

considered to be the the most pure in terms of encoding Bibel’s connection method

calculus. The declarative nature of the Prolog programming language makes it

particularly suitable for translating/encoding the rules of a formal calculus into

software.

The use of restricted backtracking [12] gives it good performance characteris-

tics (even though raw speed has never been the main goal of the implementation)

and it is possible for user friendly readable connection proofs to be output.

As with most suitably advanced theorem provers, leanCoP employs a form of

strategy scheduling. As of version 2.1 there currently 30 strategies of which 28

are sound but not complete and 2 are both sound and complete. Despite the fact

the most of the strategies employed are not complete, the leanCoP prover is both

sound and complete. Completeness is achieved by ensuring that the last strategy is

itself complete. When a strategy that is not complete returns “Non Theorem” for a

given input formula the result is ignored and the next strategy is used.

When running the prover for n seconds on a problem, each strategy is given

proportion of that time to run before moving onto the next one. The proportion of

time given to a schedule has been based on experimental results.

While leanCoP can currently handle first-order logic with equality, perfor-

mance is assumed to be far from optimal.
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2.6 Axioms of Equality

In order to extend the language to first-order logic with equality, the (predefined)

equality symbol ≈ is added. s 6≈ t is used as an abbreviation for ¬(s ≈ t). The

axioms of equality (Figure 6) are straight forward to state. Everything is equal to

itself (reflexivity). If a is equal to b then b is equal to a (symmetry). And finally -

as expected, we have the transitive property that states that if x is equal to y and y

is equal to z then x must be equal to z.

∀x (x≈ x)

(a) The axiom of reflexivity

∀x∀y ((x≈ y)⇔ (y≈ x))

(b) The axiom of symmetry

∀x∀y∀z (((x≈ y)∧ (y≈ z))⇒ (x≈ z))

(c) The axiom of transitivity

Figure 6: The axioms of equality

2.6.1 Extended rule for functions and predicates

This relation is extended to handle functions and predicates (Figure 7).

∀x1 . . .xn∀y1 . . .yn(((x1 ≈ y1)∧·· ·∧ (xn ≈ yn))⇒ ( f (x1, . . . ,xn) ≈ f (y1, . . . ,yn))

(a) The substitivity axiom for functions

∀x1 . . .xn∀y1 . . .yn(((x1 ≈ y1)∧·· ·∧ (xn ≈ yn))⇒ (P(x1, . . . ,xn) ≈ P(y1, . . . ,yn))

(b) The substitivity axiom for predicates

Figure 7: The additional substitivity axioms of equality necessary for first-order logic

If it is clear that every pairwise term is identical then the function rule can be
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seen as a slightly extended version of the axiom of reflexivity. It is not the axiom

of reflexivity as that is only defined for quantified variables - of which a function

(although a term) is not. The real power (and cost) of these two rules comes from

the following. Say we have formula F that contains two predicates P( f (a,b,x))

and ¬P( f (c,b,d)) in separate clauses. Now it might be the case that a proof of F

requires us to find a σ -complementary connection. In order to achieve this we must

find a substitution that unifies the two terms f (a,b,x) and f (c,b,d). The equality

axioms tell us that such a unification of the two predicates is possible iff we can

show that the two functions are equal, and that the two functions are equal iff each

of their subterms is pairwise equal. As such we may need to perform an expensive

search in order to derive these equalities.

2.6.2 Extending the Connection Calculi with Equality

One way to specify the interpretation (or meaning) of equality is by adding equal-

ity axioms described in Figure 6 and 7. Once these axioms have been added the

equality symbols ≈ and 6≈ can be treated as uninterpreted predicates, meaning that

any literal s ≈ t can be seen as a unique predicate EQ(s, t) such that EQ does not

occur in the set of existing predicate symbols in the formula.

Definition 2.15 (Equality Axioms). We will use the notation α(M) to denote the

set of axiom clauses that must be generated for the matrix M of a formula and

M∪α(M) to indicate the resulting matrix formed by combining the original matrix

and the axioms. If M does not contain equality then α(M) is an empty set, however

if M contains equality, then α(M) must contain the equality clauses shown in

Figure 8.
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[x 6≈ x
] [

x≈ y

y 6≈ x

] x≈ y

y≈ z

x 6≈ z


⊆ α(M)

(a) The axioms of reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity encoded as clauses
for the connection calculus.


x1 ≈ y1

...

xn ≈ yn

f (x1 · · ·xn) 6≈ f (y1 · · ·yn)

 ∈ α(M)

(b) “Function equality axiom” encoded as a clause for the connection cal-
culus. A clause is added for every function f of arity n in M. The addition
of these axioms allows the proof procedure to “unpack” functions with the
same function symbol and arity.

x1 ≈ y1
...

xn ≈ yn

P(x1 · · ·xn)

¬P(y1 · · ·yn)


∈ α(M)

(c) “Predicate equality axiom” encoded as a clause for the connection calcu-
lus. A clause is added for every predicate P of arity n in M. By adding this
axiom we provide the ability to unpack predicates with the same predicate
symbol.

Figure 8: Equality axioms represented as clauses

The axiom clauses encode the semantics of equality into the matrix. To see

how a formula can be solved by adding the axioms we will consider two examples.

Firstly we will look at a trivial theorem (see Figure 9a) that does not include equal-

ity. This matrix can be proved by connecting the positive P(a) to its negated literal

¬P(x) with the substitution σ = {x→ a}. If we run this formula on leanCoP with

the “readable” flag then we get the following output:6

We prove that the given clauses are valid, i.e. for a given substitution

6 The text has been slightly modified for elegance
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they evaluate to true for all interpretations. The proof is by contradic-

tion: Assume there is an interpretation so that the given clauses evalu-

ate to false. Then in each clause there has to be at least one literal that

is false.

Then clause (1) is false if P(a) is false:

1. Assume P(a) is false. Then clause (2) under the substitution

{x→ a} is true.

Therefore there is no interpretation that makes all given clauses simul-

taneously false. Hence the given clauses are valid. q.e.d.

[[
P(a)

] [
¬P(x)

]]
(a) A matrix representing the formula ∃x(P(a)∨¬P(x)).

[[
a≈ a

]]
(b) A matrix representing the formula a≈ a that can not be proven without
the axioms of equality.

[[
a≈ a

] [
x 6≈ x

]]
(c) A matrix extended with the minimal axioms of equality representing the
formula a≈ a i.e ∀x((x≈ x)⇒ (a≈ a)).

Figure 9: Some simple examples of matrices.

Next, let us consider Figure 9b. While this may seem “intuitively” valid, we must

remember that the equality symbol ≈ is interpreted as a predicate in the same way

as P(a,a). It is for this reason that the axioms of equality must be added as show

in Figure 9c. With the axioms added the prover can treat the equality symbol as

a predicate giving us P(a,a)∨¬P(x,x). The formula now contains enough extra

information to conclude that the formula is indeed valid again using the substitution

σ = {x→ a}.
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The emphasis of the word “enough” suggests that there is an optimization to

be found. Indeed the reason that all axioms are added is because by not making

any a priori assumptions about the structure of the formula, there is no way to

know which axioms may be needed. If an equality symbol is encountered then

all axioms are generated. There is a trade off here – simplicity of implementation

versus a possibly larger search space.
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2.7 Existing Methods For handling Equality

While this thesis is not a survey of proof techniques, it is important to understand

that there there are fundamentally two different ways of representing a formula

when performing automated theorem proving: conjunctive and disjunctive normal

form. Resolution methods work with formulae in conjunctive normal form with

the goal of refuting (by showing the unsatisfiability of) the negation of the input.

Connection methods use disjunctive normal form and aim to prove validity of the

input formula. In this paper I will be focusing on the latter method. Due to the

cultural dominance of the resolution calculus, many of the approaches and tech-

niques have focused on this approach. This cultural influence is not only due to the

fact that work of Robinson [3] lead to the first “machine oriented” approach in the

1960’s, but that resolution has a very nice property - it is proof confluent. Connec-

tion based methods based on the matrix characterisation are often said to be goal

oriented. The reason for this is because they must find a set of σ -complementary

connections – at each step carrying a substitution σ with them. Because of this,

an implementation must handle the requirement to backtrack when the current set

of σ -complementary connections connections can no longer be used. At this point

one might wonder why anyone would wish to use a non resolution based approach.

Indeed this a valid question.

Connection based approaches do have their own desirable properties. Most

importantly, unlike saturation based methods, connection based approaches do not

need to add clauses, but work with a limited set of connections. This has the effect

of keeping the search space small. Secondly, they can be extended to work with

non-clausal input formulae [22]. This extension allows the algorithm to preserve

more of the structure of the initial input saving time by not requiring a conver-

sion into disjunctive normal form. Thirdly, when a connection based approach has

shown that all paths are simultaneously valid, then the result is the proof of validity.

Finally, the very “goal-orientedness” that makes certain techniques difficult (if not

impossible), teamed with the ability to retain more of the original structure of the

initial formula opens up the opportunity for interesting techniques and heuristics

for example the machine learning approach taken by MaleCoP [23].

2.7.1 Paramodulation

Paramodulation is an extension of the resolution calculus [2]. The aim of paramod-

ulation is to generate all equal versions of clauses, except reflexive identities. The
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paramodulation operation takes two parent clauses, the from clause which must

contain a positive literal and an into clause such that one of the equality literals

arguments must unify with a subterm in the into clause. After unification of the

argument and the subterm, the subterm is replaced by the other argument of the

equality literal. The literals of the from clause, except from the equality literal, and

the literals of the into clause are disjoined to form the paramodulant.

The general aim of paramodulation is to reduce the system to reduce the size of

the terms when substituting. The paramodulation rule states that given two clauses

of disjuncts C1 and C2 If C1 is (t = s)∨C∗1 where C∗1 is a clause, and if C2 is

L[t]∨C∗2 where L[t] is a literal containing a term t and C∗2 is a clause, then infer the

following clause, called a paramodulant:

L[s]∪C∗1 ∪C∗2

The resulting paramodulant is added to the set of clauses. For a more detailed

explanation see [24].

2.7.2 Rigid Paramodulation

Rigid paramodulation was introduced in [25] in reference to systems of inference

rules in which all variables are treated as rigid. For example, the rigid clause

paramodulation of Plaisted is essentially paramodulation and resolution over a set

of clauses, where all substitutions are applied to the whole set of clauses [26].

2.7.3 Superposition

Superposition [27] is a restricted form of paramodulation [2]. Noting the power of

the completion method [28] in which one attempts to construct a convergent rewrite

system for a given set of (universally quantified) equational axioms, Bachmair and

Ganzinger produced a refutationally complete calculus. That is to say that it is

complete when proving the unsatisfiability of a formula.

2.7.4 Lazy Paramodulation

Lazy paramodulation [29] has been used in Connection Tableau [30]. (Basic) lazy

paramodulation was used in the SETHEO based on model elimination (which es-

sentially similar to the Connection Method) [31]. The basic refinement reduces
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redundancies [32]. As paramodulation and superposition are similar it is not a

stretch of the imagination to consider lazy superposition.

2.7.5 Issues of Paramodulation

Paramodulation is certainly the most well known method of equality handling.

It is proof confluent in the sense that one does not have to consider the order in

which one paramodulates - there are no wrong resulting clauses, only ones that

increase the search space. This property has obvious benefits – one does not need

to implement backtracking into the theorem prover, yet if implemented naively one

can paramodulate wildly generating a search space that becomes intractable due to

a combinatorial explosion.

This is a general theme of proof search procedures. It is one thing to have a

calculus that is easy to understand and implement and another to create an efficient

implementation.

However, it is not the performance that concerns us. Paramodulation was de-

signed as an extension of the resolution calculus in mind. As already noted, the res-

olution calculus is proof confluent. The connection calculus is more goal directed.

The price to be payed for this goal-orientedness is that it is not possible to impose

ordering constraints on the application of equations. The fact that paramodulation

works in resolution-style calculi and general clause tableaux is due to a flexible

order of inferences which is impossible in a goal-directed calculus [30]. Indeed,

the connection calculus is not proof confluent, however, it has been shown that

slight modifications (the CCC procedure) [33] can alter this property. If the con-

nection calculus is made proof confluent then perhaps paramodulation is a viable

technique.

2.7.6 Orderings

The Knuth Bendix completion algorithm [28] was developed to solve certain “word

problems”. That is to say that it can be used to decide whether or not two inputs

composed of terms can be proved equal as a consequence of a given set of equa-

tions. Although in the general case this is an unsolvable problem, the algorithm

itself is a semi decision procedure, meaning that when it does succeed then the

problem has been solved for for the specified set of initial equations and input. The

algorithm works by transforming a set of equations into a confluent (terminating

and Church Rosser) term rewriting system and then performing reductions.
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2.7.7 E-unification

E-unification is process of finding solutions to a given set of equations, taking into

account some equational background knowledge E. This knowledge is provided as

a set of universal equalities. For some particular sets E, E-unification algorithms

have been devised; for others it has been proven that no such algorithms can exist.

2.7.8 Rigid E-unification

Rigid E-unification is a variant of equational unification in which the assumption is

made that every variable denotes exactly one term (rigid semantics). Bibels work

with the connection method lead to the concept of eq-connections and eq-unifiers

[20, 34]. Indeed, Rigid E-unification was explored by J. Gallier et al. [6] as a way

of generalizing the problem of finding Bibel’s eq-unifiers. It was shown that the

method of equational matings remains complete when used in conjunction with

rigid E-unification and that rigid E-unification is decidable [6] and NP-Complete

[6, 35]. This NP-Completeness means that while for languages without equality,

one can use standard unification whose time complexity is polynomial, and in fact

O(n). For languages with equality, the unification required is NP-complete.

If E is a set of equations and s and t are terms, then a rigid E-unifier for s and

t is a substitution σ such that Eσ |= sσ = tσ , where any free variables are treated

as constants, they are not implicitly quantified [36].

Rigid E-unification eliminates one of the two aspects of undecidability associ-

ated with the method of equational matings; namely, that of E-unification. This is

particularly important since even if E-unification is decidable for the set of all equa-

tions occurring in a formula in NNF, it is necessary to consider subsets of this set

of equations, and the E-unification problem for any subset can be undecidable. [6]

Concerning Galliers approach it has been stated [25] that:

... the method is quite difficult to implement and seems to be rather a

proof of NP-completeness than a practical algorithm.

This aside, rigid E-unification allows for equality handling to be added to rigid

variable calculi for first-order logic, including free variable tableau, the mating

method, the connection method, and model elimination. [37] Yet, many questions

still remain concerning rigid-variable approaches, as Vornokov notes [38]:

Although there are many implementations of rigid-variable methods,

there are almost no papers investigating the intrinsic complexity of
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problems arising in rigid-variable methods.

There have been extensions to this for example Bounded Rigid E-unification (BREU)

[9] and Simultaneous Rigid E-unification (SREU) .

2.7.9 Simultaneous Rigid E-unification (SREU)

Simultaneous Rigid E-unification was introduced in 1987 by Gallier, Raatz and

Snyder. Given finite sets E1, ...,En of equations and terms s1, t1, ....,sn, , tn the aim is

to find a substitution σ such that Eiσ |= siσ = tiσ if there is one. If was believed

that the general case was decidable [39], however it has since been shown to be both

decidable and EXPTIME-complete in the case of one variable [40] yet, undecidable

in the general case [7, 41, 42]. For a good overview see [26].

2.7.10 Rigid Basic Superposition (BSE)

Rigid Basic Superposition [26] aims to reduce the search space. BSE is an incom-

plete calculus for solving rigid equations. It means that there are solvable rigid

equations R that have no answer constraint. It requires solving ordering constraints

for which efficient methods for lexicographic path orderings have been given [43].

The term rigid paramodulation has been used for systems of inference rules in

which all variables are treated as rigid. For example, rigid clause paramodulation

is paramodulation and resolution over a set of clauses, where all substitutions are

applied to the whole set of clauses.

2.7.11 Bounded Rigid E-unification (BREU)

The fact that Simultaneous Rigid E-unification (SREU) is undecidable has meant

that and today there are few theorem provers that use rigid E-unification. Bounded

Rigid E-unification is an alternative variant of E-unification corresponding to sub-

term instantiation [44] that uses incomplete algorithms for computing (simultane-

ous) rigid E-unifiers, which can still be sufficient to create sound and complete

theorem provers for first-order logic with equality. These algorithms include Rigid

Basic Superposition (BSE). Bounded Rigid E-unification is NP-complete for indi-

vidual and simultaneous unification problems, and can be solved efficiently with

the help of satisfiability (SAT) solvers.
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2.7.12 Modification Method (STE)

The Modification Method (STE) was introduced by Brand in the early seventies

[14]. The technique is not directly linked to a calculus (it is a preprocessing step).

The idea of the modification method is to transform a set of clauses with equality

into a set of clauses without equality. This transformation however usually yields

a considerably larger set of clauses. In particular, the symmetry and the transitivity

axioms must be explicitly applied to all positive occurrences of the equality pred-

icate [26]. Even with this downside it has been considered a useful technique for

handling theories [45, 46]. Indeed the method has been employed in the theorem

provers PROTEIN (Baumgartner and Furbach, 1994), SETHEO [47] and KoMeT

(Bibel 1995). In earlier unpublished tests NanoCoP was extended to use the STE

method (Modification Method), however the performance was considered poor.

The method has been improved [48] - indeed the improvements seem to be influ-

enced by the work on Rigid Basic Superposition [26].
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3 Equality Preprocessing in Connection Cacluli (EPICC)

With an overview of the current approaches for dealing with equality in theorem

proving, and an understanding of how the underlying Connection Calculus of the

leanCoP theorem prover can be extended to handle equality, this section begins to

explore possible alternatives.

Very few of the approaches discussed in Section 2.7 allow for a developer to

extend an existing program without having to fundamentally change the algorithm

used by the core theorem prover. The two notable exceptions are the Modification

Method (STE) and the approach taken by leanCoP that adds all of the equality

axioms. Both of these approaches are in some sense prover agnostic and can be

seen as preprocessing steps.

Indeed, this makes the approach taken by Otten in leanCoP particularly inter-

esting. Firstly, it is a viable (if not optimal) approach that preserves validity. It is

viable in the sense that it is an existing method that can and does produce results.

However, despite the fact that restricted backtracking reduces part of the redun-

dancy introduced by the equality axioms, this approach is far from being optimal.

Secondly, because it is performed during a preprocessing step it is possible to sep-

arate the study of adding equality axioms to a matrix from the process of proving

the input formula.

The term “technique” or “strategy” is often used informally within the ATP

community to refer to one of possibly many different approaches that a piece of

software may employ to derive a proof.

As previously mentioned, most modern theorem provers employ a number of

different techniques. A prover will then construct (or allow a user to define) a se-

quence of strategies that are to be run. In the case of leanCoP each strategy is

simply a new invocation of the core prover with different settings. A supervising

process tracks the CPU time spent and kills any process after a specified time-

out. The time given to a strategy is usually based on previous performance results

leading to a heuristic design. This is strategy scheduling.

As a rule of thumb, for most problems in the TPTP library, if a technique fails

to find a proof within a couple of seconds, then there is little chance of it finding

a proof if it is run for a number of minutes. This has lead to an approach where

it is considered best to “fail fast”. Depending on the input formula in question,

these techniques can find solutions very quickly. Yet, a technique may or may

not be complete. Thus, there is a trade off to be made. If a technique is not
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complete then the prover must disregard any results that indicate that the formula

is invalid and proceed to the next technique. As mentioned in Section 2.1, in order

to preserve completeness when a proof of validity can not be found using a sound

but not complete technique, the theorem prover must run the problem using a final

complete technique before terminating (even if this means that the theorem prover

may never terminate).

It would make sense that any techniques developed in this thesis fit in with this

existing design pattern, adding to the arsenal of approaches that a theorem prover

may employ.
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3.1 Transformations

3.1.1 The Transformations Abstraction

When faced with a daunting task, it is often advisable to break it down into smaller

ones, to “divide and conquer”. Let us refer to each of these sub-tasks as a trans-

formation T (indexed by a natural number i > 0 when required). The name trans-

formation is used here as opposed to “function” to emphasise that our main fo-

cus in on transforming data (formulae/clauses). Just like functions, they should

be composable, meaning that a transformation can be composed of multiple sub-

transformations providing us with the ability to name and abstract. As we will see,

such a methodology lends itself to a technique that builds on the “strategy design

pattern” [49].

By developing each transformation separately and ensuring that we understand

which invariants a transformation holds with respect to a given input formula, then

we are free not only to select them at run-time, but to also add new ones in a

maintainable manner.

As a first approximation, every transformation could be thought of as having an

associated signature; for example Ti : α → β which indicates that the ith transfor-

mation takes a formula of type α (the reason for not explicitly using FOL i.e “first-

order logic” will be explained) and returns a formula of type β . As first-order Logic

is undecidable meaning that a proof search may never terminate a proof procedure

P could be seen as a partial function with the signature: P : α →{valid, invalid}.
Using the standard composition symbol ◦ and assuming that we have both a

formula F and a sequence of transformations whose types compose then the fol-

lowing holds:

((P◦Tn ◦ · · · ◦T1)F) = “valid”) ⇐⇒`P (Tn ◦ · · · ◦T1)F

Figure 10: It should be possible to extract transformations from a theorem prover or inline them into
a theorem prover without changing the validity of the result.

Every transformation T must preserve the validity of its input.

|= (Tn ◦ · · · ◦T1)F ⇐⇒ |= F for all 1≤ i≤ n

So far we have not discussed the properties of these transformations, or to be

more precise, the properties that these transformations preserve. We have in some
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sense already met some of the most important7 transformations:

1. TNNF : Transform a formula into negation normal form.

2. THEBRAND : Remove all universal quantifiers replacing them with unique

Skolem terms.

3. TDNF : Transform a formula into disjunctive normal form.

4. TAXIOM : Add the axioms of equality (see section 2.6.2 on page 20)

5. TMOD : Perform the modification method.

For example the preprocessing stages of the leanCoP theorm prover could be seen

as being the following composition:

TleanCoP = TAXIOM ◦TDNF ◦THEBRAND ◦TNNF

TleanCoP : FEQ→ FOL

What is interesting is that that this new transformation actually maps formulae from

the domain of first-order logic with equality to first-order logic. As FOL ⊂ FEQ

such a signature still holds when the input does not contain the equality symbol.

As we are working with “positive” formulae in disjunctive normal form we

shall concern ourselves with validity. The transformations of TleanCoP preserve the

validity of the input formula F . Indeed it seems obvious that every transformation

should preserve these properties, however for arguments sake let us assume that at

least one transformation may sacrifice completeness (see Figure 11). This would

mean that we allow “false negatives” in the sense that an input theorem may be

converted into a formula that is invalid.

|= Ti F =⇒ |= F

Figure 11: A weaker restriction on transformations. With a slight
abuse of language we will say that transformation Ti is sound, but
not complete.

As a trivial example consider a transformation TRANDOM that removes an ar-

bitrary clause Ci from a matrix8. If the resulting matrix is valid, then the original
7 In terms of Connection Calculi.
8 In the case of a matrix with one clause, the resulting empty matrix will be marked as invalid by

the theorem prover.
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matrix must have been valid as a matrix is a disjunction of clauses. However if the

resulting formula is invalid, then we can not say if this was because clause Ci is

required in the proof.

As we do not plan of modifying the underlying theorem prover, to safely allow

for such transformations we must create a “meta” or “proxy” prover P̂ that checks

if any of the transformations in the sequence sacrificed completeness. If this is the

case then P̂ must ensure that any return value of “invalid” is ignored and the for-

mula re-run using a combination of transformations that guarantees completeness.

This means that we must record all information concerning completeness.

Under such conditions the proof procedure as a whole is still both sound and

complete, however it has gained a “technique”. For those familiar with the Haskell

programming language Figure 12 shows how this could be achieved using monadic

composition.

There is an optimisation to be made here. While it would be possible to use

the leanCoP approach and use a Boolean value to indicate the completeness of

a technique, such an approach may lead to unnecessary conservatism. If we are

to consider our technique as a series of transformations, then the completeness of

technique as whole is defined by which transformations actually make structural

changes to the matrix. If a transformation that does not preserve completeness

returns the matrix unchanged, then we have preserved completeness.
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data S a = S { m :: a, complete :: Bool } deriving (Show)

data Termination a = Valid (S a) | Invalid (S a) deriving (Show)

type T a = Either (Termination a) (S a)

t_1 s = Right (s {m = 1 : (m s)})

t_2 s = Right (s {m = 2 : (m s)})

t_valid s = Left (Valid s)

t_invalid s = Left (Invalid s)

(a) The use of the Either monad allows us to return matrices that re-
quire no more computations using Left or a possibly updated matrix
using Right

> let s = pure (S [] True) :: T [Int]

> t_2 =<< t_1 =<< s

Right (S {m = [2,1], complete = True})

> t_2 =<< t_valid =<< t_1 =<< s

Left (Valid (S {m = [1], complete = True}))

> t_2 =<< t_invalid =<< t_1 =<< s

Left (Invalid (S {m = [1], complete = True}))

(b) Using a variant of Haskell’s “bind” operation we can compose our
transformations (from right to left). Due to the implementation of the
Either monad, as soon as a Left value is returned the computation is
halted

Figure 12: A sketch for how transformations could be encoded in the Haskell[50] language.

3.1.2 The issue of time complexity

If we are to imagine a timing function that captures this idea of calling the proxy

prover P̂ then ideally we would like additional transformations to have the property

that they decrease the overall time spent running the prover.

time(P̂(T (M)))≤ time(P̂(M))

However, as the implementation of the theorem prover P is unknown in the most

general case9, we must consider the meta prover P̂ as a black box. Something as

simple as the reordering of the literals in a clause, or the reordering of the clauses

9 Of course as this work has been developed “against” an instance of leanCoP the run time char-
acteristics of that particular theorem prover have been taken into consideration.
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in a matrix may have a drastic effect on run time performance.

The question of performance is a very real one, not only in terms of running

the prover on the transformed data, but the cost of the transformations themselves.

As the aim of this work is to find techniques that show an improvement over

the existing one used by leanCoP, any prospective approach will be run for a fixed

period of time. It is clear that the cost (time) of transforming the data should at least

be reasonable with respect to the maximum amount of time that a proof procedure

will be run for.

As mentioned, ideally the cost of performing a transformation and then testing

it should be less than testing the initial input. Yet this can not be the guaranteed.

This suggest two possible approaches. On the one hand we can try to ensure that the

algorithms themselves are tractable (i.e polynomial at most). The second approach

(and the one adopted by EPICC) is really just an extension of the first.

While one should endeavour to ensure that the algorithmic design of a trans-

formation is sensible, and that their implementation as performant as possible, the

issue can be approached from a slightly different angle.

By breaking the transformations down into their smallest component parts we

can focus on ensuring that the strategy used to run the transformations can be run

for a fixed amount of time without sacrificing validity. Thus, as opposed to think-

ing of the output of a series of transformations as depending on each successive

transformation Ti terminating by its own accord, we introduce a supervisor S.

Unlike the approach taken by leanCoP that simply runs a strategy for a fixed

period and disregards the result on a timeout, we can take advantage of the fact that

we are working as a preprocessing step. If a supervisor S stores a copy of the matrix

before every transformation, then on a timeout the supervisor can always return the

latest copy of the matrix. This would mean that at worst the preprocessing step is

simply the identity function.

3.1.3 Transformations and the Equality Problem

To make our lives slightly simpler, from now on we will restrict ourselves to trans-

formations on matrices (Hebrandized and converted into DNF) that have not yet

had any axioms of equality added. As mentioned at the beginning of this section,

the properties of transformations allow us to name and abstract. We could imagine
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there being a transformation TINIT that is first run on the input,

TNNF : FEQ→ NNF

THEBRAND : NNF → H

TDNF : H→ DNF

TINIT = TDNF ◦THEBRAND ◦TNNF

or we can just accept that any input that we will be dealing with will use matrix

representations (DNF).

So far we have not considered what a new transformation might do10. We have

seen existing procedures NNF, AXIOM etc and argued that they could be thought

of as transformations TNNF,TAXIOM, but such an abstraction is just that; abstract.

With that said, it is hoped that what comes next should not come as a surprise to

the reader - namely that we will wish to find a new transformation TEPICC (EPICC

being the acronym for “Equality Preprocessing in Connection Calculi”) such that

this transformation can be used as as a replacement for the transformation TAXIOM

that simply adds the axioms of equality giving us:

P̂◦TEPICC ◦TINIT

TEPICC : FEQ→ FOL

This raises a few questions. Firstly, and most pertinently is the simple one of

“where to begin?” - As we know that we have a transformation TAXIOM that can

be used to convert FEQ to FOL, should the “new” transformations focus on pre

or post conversion into FOL (without equality)? That is to say, should we add the

axioms and then try to search for redundancy, eliminating as we proceed, or should

we work on the matrix before adding the axioms of equality?

Another transformation of interest is the modification method of Brand [14]:

TMOD : FEQ→ FOL

showing that there is another transformation from FOL with equality (FEQ) to

FOL without equality. Yet perhaps there are smaller isolated transformations that

while not completely eliminating equality, reduce the problem? Which literals and

clauses are redundant, the question being not how we can remove equality entirely

10 Apart from TRANDOM that is not of particular use to us.
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from an equation, but how can we simplify an equation with equality. Take as

example the following formula:

((a≈ b)∧P(a))→ P(b)

This could be thought of as the following (note that the substitution σ = {a→ b}
indicates that a should be replaced with b):

P(a)→ P(b){a→ b}

P(b)→ P(b)

While this is a trivial example it does suggest that at least in some instances such a

transformation can have the desired property.

3.1.4 Summary

In this section the abstract notion of a transformation was introduced and we saw

how existing procedures can be composed. This framework was extended by intro-

ducing a meta or proxy theorem prover P̂ allowing for a transformation to sacrifice

completeness without sacrificing the completeness of the theorem prover. The is-

sue of complexity was raised, highlighting that such a (preprocessing) framework

by its very nature can not guarantee improved performance.

Finally it was shown how this framework could be used a preprocessing step

when dealing with equality and that in order to handle the issue of non termination

with respect to a transformation Ti, a possible solution would be to introduce a

supervisor S.
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3.2 Axioms, Redundancy and Non-termination

In Section 2.6.2 (page 20) we saw how a matrix is extended with the axioms of

equality. It is assumed that the main reason for the relatively poor performance of

leanCoP when using this approach as a preprocessing step is that the generated

axioms dramatically increase the search space. Consider the following (invalid)

matrix that only contains the axiom of symmetry.[[
x≈ y

y 6≈ x

]]

Running this problem on leanCoP we find that of the 28 sound but not complete

strategies used, 12 of them lead to cases of non-termination. This means that the

schedule had to be explicitly cancelled after a period of time. The other 16 ter-

minate quickly with the result “invalid”, but due to their incompleteness this result

must be ignored. Both of the two complete strategies however return “invalid” after

a few milliseconds. Because clauses in the matrix are existentially quantified one is

free to add copies of a clauses to the matrix when searching for a proof. Depending

on the algorithm used, this may have the effect of turning the search into an infinite

chain where new copies of the same clause are continually added. This means that

even the smallest of matrices can trigger an infinite search.[[
x1 ≈ y1

y1 6≈ x1

] [
x2 ≈ y2

y2 6≈ x2

]
· · ·

]

Figure 13: Even a seemingly simple problem can lead to non termination.

The same is true for the axiom of transitivity, again with the exactly the same

strategies failing to terminate. All strategies terminate for the axiom of reflexivity

as it is not possible to use the clause again in the search (there is no positive instance

of the literal).

It would appear that one runs the risk of a proof search becoming “fixated” on

trying to the prove the validity of the axioms themselves. The order of the clauses

(including the added axioms) may drastically affect the outcome. This suggests

that not all strategies used by leanCoP employ cycle detection. While this could

potentially produce a significant performance improvement, such a change would

require modifications to the core prover. As such, it must be considered outside the

scope of this work.
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One possible solution that could be implemented would be to try to reduce the

number of axioms added to the matrix. If we were to prove the formula a≈ a then

clearly we only need to include the axiom of reflexivity. A similar concept would

be to consider which functions and predicates in the matrix require the existence

of the respective substitivity axioms.

3.3 Early Implementations

As one of the criteria for this thesis was to find a solution (technique) for dealing

with equality that has an positive effect on real world problems, teamed with the

fact that performance can not be effectively predicted (see Section 3.1.2 on page

35) means that not only must a transformation to be correct, but it must also be

possible to derive some indicator of performance increase/decrease. This is an

interesting challenge and as theoretical investigations into time complexity are non

trivial it means that we require both reference implementations and a suitably large

sample set to test against.

It was for this reason that the implementation of the EPICC system was de-

veloped both before and during the generation of the EPICC preprocessing rules.

Such an approach has both benefits and drawbacks. In order to test techniques a

system needed to be in place that could at the very minimum parse input files, add

the axioms of equality in a similar manner as leanCoP and finally save the output

to a file.

An early EPICC system was initially designed with a focus on performing

structural analysis on matrices. This was mainly due to the fact that it was unclear

how to best approach the transformations. To this end an algorithm was written

that would produce visualisations of the input matrices - see figures 14 and 15.

It was hoped that such an endeavour would lead to insights about the structural

nature of the problems, with the belief that a form of dataflow analysis for example

reaching definitions could be employed. Such a technique is certainly possible -

and had been used by Bibel[34] and which is to a certain extent used in by EPICC

(See section 3.5.7). However, a general framework for this approach was never

developed. Not only do a large number of the TPTP library problems contain too

many clauses for such a visualisation to be practical, but the majority of problems

that contain equality contain existentially quantified variables for example (a≈ x)

or (x 6≈ y). If this is the case then one must (at least naı̈vely) assume that any clause

that contains such a literal may be connected to every other clause.

Various informal experiments were run to test if the way in which the axioms
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were generated had a positive effect. For example as opposed to generating a clause

with free variables when employing the extended rule for functions and predicates

(as shown in Figure 8b and 8c on page 21), an axiom implementation was written

that would try to instantiate the variables with terms. However, this approach made

no discernible difference, most probably due to the fact that the search space grew

exponentially and variables could not be completely eliminated.

Initial work included analysing the structure of matrices, for example gathering

information about the number of clauses, the total number of literals, the number

of equality literals etc. It was hoped that it would be possible to analyse the im-

pact that these properties have on the ability of leanCoP to prove the formula.

While a “proof predictor” was created using various machine learning frameworks

for the Python language, the success rate at predicting whether or not leanCoP
would be able to prove a theorem in under 10 seconds was no better than 65%

(undocumented results). Indeed the result seemed to be reliant upon the number of

clauses.
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(a) PUZ031+1 with 26 clauses

(b) PUZ047+1 with 16 clauses

Figure 14: Exploring the connections between clauses. Both of
these problems do not contain equality making the analysis easier.
By analysing in which clauses predicates occur, we can show which
clauses may be “connected”. By analysing the terms as well, further
restrictions can be made.
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[[
big p(sk3)

] [
¬big p(a)

] [
¬big p(b)

] [
a≈ b

] [
sk1 6≈ X41306
sk2 6≈ X41306

]]

(a) The original input formula. The term “X41306” is a Prolog generated
variable. The formula was slightly simplified. The terms “sk1”, “sk2” and
“sk3” were originally “sk(1)”, “sk(2)” and “sk(3)” (generated when remove
universal quantification from the formula).

(b) In this example, a green arrow indicates positive equality and a red ar-
row indicates negated equality. This is problem “SYN072+1” taken from
the TPTP library. Blue boxes are used to represent the clauses, while ev-
ery equality arrow contains information about which clause this “predicate”
occurs in. However, it was not decided how to show how equality might
“connect” clauses. For this reason this form of analysis was discontinued

Figure 15: An early attempt to visualise problems that contained equality.
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3.4 Iterative transformations

When considering the issue of time complexity in Section 3.1.2 (page 35) it was

noted that by introducing a supervisor S (a procedure that is in change of control-

ling how the transformations are run) we could ensure that even when a transfor-

mation timed out we could return the most current matrix.

Up until this point we have focused on the composability of transformations.

While the properties of composition must still hold, it is perhaps beneficial to re-

imagine the transformations as belonging to a set.

T = {T1, . . . ,Tn}

∀T ∈ T(T : DNF → DNF)

If we assume that every Ti ∈ T has the same type signature i.e mapping formulae

represented in DNF form to formulae in DNF form, then we are free to create new

transformations by composing the elements of T.

The supervisor S could be defined as a recursive procedure, taking an initial

matrix M, a set of transformations T, and some extra data-structure that could be

used to record which transformations were used, how they affected the matrix,

how many seconds were remaining before timeout and whether running a theorem

prover P on the current matrix would preserve completeness.

The procedure S would then have the ability to handle termination conditions.

On a timeout it would simply return the current matrix M j that has been passed as

an argument. If a transformation T ∈T is applicable then S should call itself recur-

sively with a new matrix M j+1 that is the result of applying some transformation

to the current matrix

M j+1 = Ti(M j)

If no transformation T ∈ T is applicable for the current matrix M j then S would

simply return M j. For example an input matrix M1 may result in a matrix M′ whose

construction is equivalent to the application of the following transformations

T1 ◦T4 ◦T4 ◦T2 ◦T3

whereas a matrix M2 may result in an entirely different matrix M′′ via the combi-

nation of applicable transformations

T1 ◦T4 ◦T3 ◦T2
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Not only is this a good pattern for a modular design, but it allows external

termination conditions (timeouts). Clearly, any composition of terminating func-

tions terminates, however as each transformation is defined in isolation we need

some mechanism for controlling how they are run (possibly multiple times). In

this case we need to do a little book-keeping if we want to guarantee that this new

procedure does not run transformations indefinitely. Note that such a procedure

does not change the compositional nature of the transformations - indeed it can be

thought of as a search algorithm that can return a list of transformations that can

be composed.

Ideally it should be possible to perform transformations until a terminating

condition is met. If this happens to be a timeout then we want to be able to return

the matrix in its current state.

This gives rise the the following abstract algorithm. In the case of a timeout we

simply return the current matrix.

Algorithm 1 Apply transformations to a matrix
procedure SUPERVISOR(M, T )

if timeout then
return M

else if ∃Ti ∈ T , (Ti(M) 6= M) then
return SUPERVISOR(Ti(M), T )

else
return M

end if
end procedure

If there exists a transformation Ti that can be applied to the current matrix such

that the result is different to the current matrix then we use the result as the new

matrix. If such an algorithm is to be used, then clearly we must consider not only

the complexity of performing a transformation T , but the complexity of selecting a

transformation. The worst case scenario as it stands is that given n transformations

we must perform n transformations for each iteration as it is quite plausible that

the first n−1 transformations selected return a matrix identical to the input!

This issue of complexity must be taken into consideration when developing

any possible rules. Ideally every transformation Ti should have an associated func-

tion checkTi that takes an input matrix M and returns a Boolean value indicating
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whether Ti is applicable - i.e whether it will modify the matrix.

checkTi : DNF→ Boolean

time(checkTi(M))< time(Ti(M))

Such an approach could be further optimised by extending each transformation

T to take an additional parameter, namely the returned result of the associated

check function. For example, if the resturn vakue of checkTi(M) indicated that

transformation Ti would alter some clause k in M, then to reduce the redundancy

of re-computing the same intermediate result, it would be advantageous to invoke

Ti with this additional information.

time(let x = checkTi(M) in T ′
i (M,x))≈ time(Ti(M))

Such an approach could lead to a time complexity where the time spent perform-

ing the transformation without any information is roughly equal to computing the

actions that it would perform and then invoking it with this additional information.

3.4.1 Pre transformations and post transformations

For slightly finer grained control, multiple pre and post transformations may be

supplied. These transformations are “composed” and run once before and after the

iteration. A post condition may indicate under what condition it should be run. For

example a post condition may include adding the axioms of equality.

3.4.2 Termination conditions

Transformations are run until a terminating condition is met, either a timeout, max

iterations, valid, invalid or no change. Once a termination condition has been met

any relevant post transformations are run before returning the result.

3.4.3 Conclusion

In this section we have extended the concept of a transformation to include the use

of iterative transformations that are managed by a supervisor. This design decision

was influenced by initial theoretical investigations and practical considerations that

arose from early implementations of algorithms.
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M =

[[
s≈ t
C

]
S
]

Figure 16: An example of how the matrix notation can be used to
pattern match. In this example we state that there is a matrix M such
that there exists a clause (implicitly C) that contains a positive equality
literal s≈ t. Both the remaining clause C and matrix S may or may not
be empty.

3.5 The Rule of EPICC

In this section the rules of EPICC are introduced. These rules have been influ-

enced by the concerns of complexity raised in Section 3.4. They can be seen as

transformations as discussed in Section 3.1.1.

Initial attempts to simply formulae containing equality literals during and after

the axioms of equality were added failed to produce any notable improvement in

performance. This lead to an approach in which transformations are performed

on a matrix before the axioms of equality are added. The central idea behind the

approach that follows is that we conduct preprocessing within a context that uses

the semantics of equality to guide decision making.

For the sake of brevity special notation is used to describe the rules. The con-

cept of a Most General Unifier (MGU) is introduced and subsequently used to help

describe the rules.

3.5.1 Matrix Notation

As both matrices and clauses are really nothing but sets, we will employ a special

notation that allows us to focus on certain properties. The symbols M and S are

used to denote matrices, where S is the matrix M with one clause removed. Note

that this means that S may be empty. The symbols C and C are used to denote

clauses. Much like the matrix notation, the symbol C is used to represent the

remaining set having removed a subset of literals. The notation M = [C S] is a

visual representation of M = {C}∪S. In the same way we can visualize C = {s≈
t}∪C by using vector column notation. By combining these we highlight certain

literals and sub-clauses/matrices that are of interest. As an example see Figure 16.
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3.5.2 Most General Unifier (MGU)

Given a set of equations E = {s1 ≈ t1, . . .sn ≈ tn}, a unifier is a (variable) sub-

stitution σ such that s1σ = t1σ , . . .snσ = tnσ . Given a set of unifiers U(E) a

substitution σ is a Most General Unifier of E if ∀θ ∈U(E) : θ is an instance of σ .

3.5.3 Rule Notation

The following preprocessing rules should be read top down. If the conditions pre-

sented above the bar hold then one can infer the result below. M1 � M2 means that

M2 is a logical consequence of M1, � M means that M is valid (in first-order logic

without equality).

A1 . . . An
B

Figure 17: The structure of a rule. The pre-conditions A1 . . .An are
implicitly conjunct. If the conditions presented above the bar hold
then one can infer the result below

3.5.4 Valid Clauses

(Figure 18) Any matrix that contains a clause C consisting only of positive equal-

ities is valid if there exists a most general unifier (mgu) for C. Note that by this

rule, an empty clause is valid.[
C S

]
∃σ : σ = mgu(C) ∀x ∈ C : x = (s≈ t)

� [C]∪α([C])

Figure 18: The rule for valid clauses

As all variables local to C are existentially quantified a Most General Unifier

for such a clause represents an assignment for every variable in C such that every

equality literal is true. If the mgu is empty then every element of C must have been

of the form s1 ≈ s1, . . . ,sn ≈ sn. One can construct a new matrix M′ consisting of

the clause C extended with the axioms of equality such that the resulting matrix is

valid. As M′ is a subset of M then M∪α(M) is valid. This rule not only provides a

termination case for the reduction algorithm, but allows certain (artificial) theorems

to be proven in a very efficient manner.
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In order to ensure that the reader is under no illusion, we will take some time to

clarify this first rule. There are three conditions that must be met, read from left to

right they are: The presence of a clause C. The existence of a substitution σ such

that σ is the Most General Unifier for clause C (this does not preclude the empty

substitution σ = {}). Finally, if the clause C is not empty, then it must only contain

positive equality literals. If these conditions are met, then we can construct a new

matrix consisting of the single clause C. If we union this matrix with the set of all

axioms that C generates then the result can be shown to be valid using first-order

logic alone.

As an example, consider the following:

{{x≈ a, f (x) ≈ f (a)}, . . .}

While there may be multiple ways to prove the validity of such a formula - we

can see that all we need to show is that there exists a value x that is equal to a

namely, (due to the reflexivity of equality) a itself . Indeed, if such a clause exists

within a matrix of several thousand, then detecting such a clause can be crucial for

a successful proof search. Even though such a formula may be “uncommon” by

not including this rule a proof procedure runs the serious risk of timing out before

reaching the clause in question. As an example: by taking an arbitrary subset

of problems that leanCoP is unable to prove before a timeout of n seconds (say

100). If a clause C′ is added to a matrix, such that mgu(C′) 6= /0, most results are

then found in between 1
2 n and n seconds. Yet, given only a matrix containing C′,

leanCoP is able prove the validity of the matrix in milliseconds.

3.5.5 Contradictions

(Figure 19) When considering a formula that is equality free then any clause C that

contains both P(s) and ¬P(s) is considered contradictory and can be removed. The

reason for this is due to the nature of clauses being conjunctions of literals. As both

P(s) and ¬P(s) can not be true at the same time, then the clause containing them

can never be true. This idea can be extended to clauses containing either predicates

P(s) and ¬P(t) or both positive and negated equality if the remaining clause C

implies that s and t are equal.

If we can derive s≈ t in C then both (P(s)∧¬P(t)∧C) and (s 6≈ t ∧C) must

result in contradictory clauses. In an actual implementation one could restrict this

rule to simple cases, e.g. testing if the two terms are identical under the transitive
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 P(s1, . . .sn)
¬P(t1, . . . tn)

C

 S

 C � s1 ≈ t1∧·· ·∧ sn ≈ tn

� S∪α(S) iff � M∪α(M)

(a) The rule of contradiction for predicates. If we can derive that the terms
are equal in the clause then even without proving that they are true we can
conclude that it can not be the case that they are true, and that both predi-
cates hold.

[[
s 6≈ t
C

]
S
]

C � s≈ t

� S∪α(S) iff � M∪α(M)

(b) The rule of contradiction for equality literals. In the same way as for
predictaes, if we derive that a≈ b in the remainder of the clause, then it can
not be the case that both a≈ b and a 6≈ b can be true simultaneously.

Figure 19: The rules of contradiction

closure of C. As an example consider a matrix that contains the clause with the

following structure:

(P(a) ∧ ¬P(b) ∧ a≈ b)

While it is true that we do not have enough information to conclude that a is equal

to b we can see that such a clause poses us with a contradiction. If we are to show

that a ≈ b then the clause will contain the contradictory literals P(a) and ¬P(a).

However, if we fail to prove that a ≈ b then the clause must be redundant for that

very reason! Another example would be a clause that has the following structure:

(a 6≈ c) ∧ (a≈ b) ∧ (b≈ c)

In this case we the transitive nature of equality means that this clause actually has

an implicit third equality literal (a≈ c). Again, even without exploring the rest of

the matrix, we can see that this clause will always be contradictory.

3.5.6 Redundancy

(Figure 20) Consider a clause that contains two equalities a≈ b and f (a) ≈ f (b).

If a≈ b is true then f (a) ≈ f (b) follows, meaning that f (a) ≈ f (b) is redundant.
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However, a≈ b does not follow from f (a)≈ f (b). The same principle can be used

to find redundant predicates.

[[
s≈ t

C

]
S

]
C � s≈ t

�
[
C S

]
∪α(

[
C S

]
) iff � M∪α(M)

(a) We are free to remove duplicates of literals under equality. This rule for
example justifies that s≈ s may be removed from any clause as the axioms
of equality state that ∀x : x≈ x


P(s1, . . . ,sn)

P(t1, . . . , tn)

C

 S

 C � s1 ≈ t1∧·· ·∧ sn ≈ tn

�

[[
P(s1, . . . ,sn)

C

]
S

]
∪α(

[[
P(s1, . . . ,sn)

C

]
S

]
) iff � M∪α(M)

(b) If the arguments of two predicates can be shown to be equal in a clause,
then one is free to remove one of the instances.

Figure 20: The rule of redundancy.

The rule of redundancy is an interesting one. While it may seen advantageous

to minimise the number of literals in a clause, we must remember that our aim

is to reduce the search space of the problem. It may well be the case that an

equation or predicate that is redundant in terms of derivability (one could in theory

generate such an literal), is key to the proof of a formula. If this is the case then the

responsibility is on the theorem prover to - in some sense - re-find this literal.

3.5.7 Pure Clauses

Assume that P(s) ∈ C j. If there does not exist a k such that ¬P(t) ∈ Ck then C j

is isolated; the same holds for ¬P(s) ∈ C j if there is no P(t). An isolated clause

may be removed from the matrix. This general rule is applicable to formulae that

contain equality. It is not so easy to extend the rule for equality. In the case of there

being some (s≈ t) ∈C j where (s≈ t) does not follow from C - then if there is no

clause containing negated equality - the clause C j can be seen as being isolated.
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[[
s≈ t
C

]
S
]
∃σ : σ = mgu(s≈ t) ∀(u,v) : (u 6≈ v 6∈M)

�
[
σ(C) S

]
∪α(

[
σ(C) S

]
) iff � M∪α(M)

(a) If a matrix does not contain negated equality and a clause contains a pos-
itive equality literal that can be unified, then one may remove the positive
equality and apply the substitution σ to the clause.

[[
s≈ t
C

]
S
]
6 ∃σ : σ = mgu(s≈ t) ∀(u,v) : (u 6≈ v 6∈M)

� S∪α(S) iff � M∪α(M)

(b) If a matrix does not contain negated equality and a clause contains a
positive equality literal that can not unified, then one may remove the clause
from the matrix as there is no way of proving it.

Figure 21: The rule of unsatisfiable clauses

What would happen if we have a clause C that contained the literal s ≈ t. If

s≈ t does not follow from cl then there must be some clause containing u 6≈ v such

that t unifies with u and v can unify with s (either directly or by passing into a new

clause).

3.5.8 Unsatisfiable Clauses

(Figure 21) If a matrix without equality axioms does not contain negated equality

then the only instance (of negated equality) can come from the addition of the

equality axioms. A negated equality has to be part of the connection to make an

appropriate path complementary. As every equality axiom apart from reflexivity

contains at least one positive equality again, the only possible connection to make

this path complementary has to be to the literal in the reflexivity axiom. This is

equivalent to finding the mgu for the positve equation. If no mgu exists then the

clause is contradictory and can be removed.

Thus, if there exists a matrix M that contains positive equality but does not

contain negated equality, then it can be reduced to a matrix M′ that is equality free

such that the transformation is sound and complete.
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3.5.9 Unit Clause

(Figure 22) The final rule that we will consider concerns negated unit clauses.

Consider the following formula where both s and t are variable free:

(s≈ t)⇒ P(s)∨¬P(t)

When converted to disjunctive normal form this will result in a matrix that contains

a negated unit clause: [[
s 6≈ t

] [
P(s)

] [
¬P(t)

]]
If the negated equality clause is used in a proof then every path must pass through

it. If s 6≈ t is contradictory then the original formula was of the form (s ≈ s)⇒ F

in which case the matrix becomes F . If this is not the case then the following holds

[[
s 6≈ t

]
S
]

vars(s 6≈ t) = /0

� M∪α(M) if � S{s 7→ t}∪α(S{s 7→ t})

(a) Under the assumption that the clause in question is required in the proof
we “imagine” that the path has indeed passed through it. By creating a
substitution σ we then propagate this information to the remaining matrix.

[[
s 6≈ t

]
S
]

vars(s 6≈ t) = /0

� M∪α(M) if � S{t 7→ s}∪α(S{t 7→ s})

(b) On is free “read” equations from left to right, or from right to left. In
practice such a choice may have a noticeable impact on performance.

Figure 22: The rule of unit clause

where vars(s 6≈ t) is the set of all variables in s 6≈ t and S{t 7→ s} is the set (of

remaining clauses) S in which all terms t have been replaced by the term s. This

rule is sound as every path through M contains the negated equation s 6≈ t, and

applications of the equality axioms can be used to replace any occurrence of s by t

or vice versa. While soundness is preserved, completeness of the calculus is lost.

One special case is that when s 6≈ s we know that � M∪α(M) iff � S∪α(S)

by the rule of contradictions 3.5.5. Out of all of the rules discussed, this is the
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most powerful. As we will see in the evaluation section, the ability to make good

choices in terms of choosing a direction (or not applying the rule) is an important

factor.
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4 Implementation

The goal of this thesis is to improve the performance of equality handling for con-

nection calculi – with a particular focus on the leanCoP theorem prover. As the

rules discussed in Section 3.5 will be run on large matrices they needed to be per-

formant. As theoretical investigations into performance are difficult, a working

implementation is necessary in order to measure performance. While a rule may

be theoretically correct, if it has exponential complexity, then the ability to use it

in a implementation that shows an actual performance improvement over existing

techniques is severely limited.

Such an approach has certainly influenced both the design of the EPICC 1112

run-time system, and the considerations made when searching for rules to imple-

ment. The rules that we have seen in Section 3.5 were influenced not only by the

nature of the connection calculus, but also the internal representation of the matrix

and the fact that we plan on using it as a preprocessing step.

The version of EPICC that will be described here is written in Clojure, a di-

alect of Lisp. Clojure is predominantly a functional programming language, and

features a rich set of immutable, persistent data structures. Clojure is a dynamic

language that runs on the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The data driven approach of

the language makes it ideal for prototyping and exploration albeit with a few draw-

backs for this particular problem domain; the most pertinent of which are start up

time and the lack of type system.

While the start up time overhead is certainly greater than a language that can

be compiled to a binary – the ease of development and the fact that start up time

would not be a factor when benchmarking the EPICC system nullified this con-

cern. While the language does have types, the lack of type signatures and strict

compile time type checking means that the developer must pay particular attention

when concerned with correctness.

The current rule based approach has been developed in a relatively language

agnostic manner, meaning that it should be possible to implement the design in

most general purpose programming languages. As an example, a slightly less fea-

ture rich version has been implemented in the Haskell programming laguage 13.

11 Available for download under the GPL license at http://leancop.de/epicc/.
12 The Clojure implementation of the preprocessing steps that does not include the leanCoP core
prover has been included in the appendix and is hosted at https://github.com/beoliver/
clj-epicc.
13 A haskell implementation has been included in the appendix and can be found at https://
github.com/beoliver/epicc.
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4.1 Interfacing with leanCoP

The approach currently taken by the leanCoP theorem prover is as follows: If a

matrix M contains an equality symbol then the matrix is extended with the axioms

of equality before the actual proof search starts, proving the matrix M∪α(M).

EPICC replaces this approach by first applying the rules discussed in Section 3.5,

before (optionally) extending the formula with the the set of axioms α(M) as de-

scribed in Section 2.6.

Figure 23: The diagram on left shows the internal approach taken by
the leanCoP theorem prover when handling problems that contain
equality. The diagram on the right shows how the AXIOM procedure
of leanCoP can be replaced with the EPICC system.

For the current implementation only formulae represented in Disjunctive Nor-

mal Form (DNF) are accepted. This decision was made due to the nature of where

EPICC would sit in the theorem prover pipeline. It was decided early on that

EPICC would not perform Hebrandization (the removal of universal quantifiers).
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However, as EPICC is run externally from leanCoP, the transfer of data between

the two programs would occur via writing to and reading from disk. As leanCoP
has existing functionality for the conversion of formulae into disjunctive normal

form, it was decided that the work required to write a parser for anything but this

would (while being an interesting exercise) add little value to the results presented

in this thesis. Parsing a matrix is a lot easier than parsing an arbitrary formula as

the structure is predictable.

To make the development and analysis process easier, Jens Otten, the author

of leanCoP ran all problems in the TPTP library though the first three preprocess-

ing steps of the leanCoP theorem prover (NNF, HEBRANDIZE and DNF) and

provided me with a directory of files that were in the leanCoP disjunctive normal

form output format. The axioms of equality were not added during this stage.

Figure 24: By using formulae that had been converting into DNF using
leanCoP it was possible to simulate the embedding of EPICC within
leanCoP . The theorem status (Valid, Invalid) is also passed to allow
for checking both the soundness of EPICC , and how many errors
were encountered when using incomplete transformations

Indeed, even with this simplification it took a couple of different parser im-

plementations before an approach was found that was suitably performant14. As

EPICC was to be invoked with a timeout of a few seconds, then clearly we wish

to spend as little of that time parsing the input. If the parser is too slow then the

14 Unfortunately, writing a fast parser can lead to code that is rather hard to debug. A great number
of hours were spent tracking down corner cases!
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EPICC system may well terminate due to a timeout before it had finished parsing

the formula.

4.2 Local and Global rules

The algorithm used by EPICC builds upon the on presented on page 45. It was

observed when this algorithm was initially presented that such a naı̈ve approach

would severely hinder performance. This was due to the fact that in the worst

case, every transformation Ti needed to be performed in order to find a return

value (matrix) that differed from the argument. A hypothetical checking function

checkTi : DNF→ Boolean was proposed as a way to separate the decision proce-

dure (should transformation Ti be run on the current matrix) from the transforma-

tion itself.

In order to achieve this kind of functionality, it was decided that the rules of

Section 3.5 should be represented using two different interfaces – local and global.

These two interfaces would then require both a checking function and an applica-

tion function.

The reason for this distinction between local and global is due to the fact that

while many of the rules of Section 3.5 can return a result by only analysing a

single clause - others require knowledge about the whole matrix. For example, it

is desirable to delete every clause Ci that contains some predicate P if there are no

other clauses that contain ¬P. The reason for performing such an operation being

that the clause Ci will never be used in a final proof due to the fact that there can

not be a path through Ci as there is no connection for P. Such a check is by its very

nature global.

Such an approach means that rules can be added, deleted and re-ordered in a

straight forward manner aiding the development of new approaches. By separating

a rule in this way we gain the ability to arbitrarily terminate the reduction process

(either due to time constraints or finding a solution) while retaining the most current

version of the matrix. See Figure 25 for an example of how one might implement

a rule.

The concept of programming against interfaces and using well defined return

values is common feature of many popular languages (both functional and impera-

tive). If we consider the local rule interface, it consists of two functions that capture

the functionality required to select potential clauses that the rule may be applicable
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for, and the action of applying the rule.

candidateClauses : Matrix→ [Int]

applyLocal : Matrix→ Clause→ Result

The function candidateClauses functions in a similar way to the checkTi func-

tion. It is responsible for returning a sequence of all of the indexes that the rule

may be applicable to. It is assumed that the search for candidates is cheap. For

example a candidate clause for the valid clause rule may be one that only contains

positive equality. It is weaker in the sense that the indexes returned by the candi-

dateClauses function belong to clauses such that the rule “might” be applicable. In

the case of the candidate clauses for the valid clause rule, there is no guarantee that

the rule is applicable simply because a clause only contains equality. However that

the clause only contains equality is a precondition of the rule.

The reason for this approach is that for most of the rules, it is a lot easier to filter

out the clauses such that the given rule is definitely not applicable. The applyLocal

function is used to simulate the application of the rule. the “Result” return value

functions as a description of how the state of the matrix should change. This value

is used to return information required by the supervisor S to update the state of

the matrix. If the rule was applicable then a new clause should be present. The

“Result” value is also used to return meta information. for example if the rule

performed a no-op (no operation), found a valid clause, sacrificed completeness,

deleted the clause or requires a global rewrite using some substitution σ .

The decision to use this design pattern arose during the development of the

theoretical rules. By removing the requirement that the rule itself mutate the state

of the matrix, new rules can be added in relatively simple manner. Not only did

this make the development of new rules simpler, but it makes the system easier to

extend by those who do not have (and most probably do not wish to have) a full

working knowledge of all invariants that the internal matrix representation must

hold!

One may note that of the rules presented in section 3.5, the applicability of most

of them can be decided on a “per clause” basis i.e one need not know the anything

about the matrix that contains the clause. The rule of Pure Clauses is the only one

that requires the entire matrix. In the case of updating the matrix, it is only the the

rule for Pure clauses and the rule for unit clauses that update the matrix globally.

While Clojure does not have explicit Interfaces, it does provide uses with “pro-
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tocols” which are similar. In the following code, the first argument “rule” is the

value to dispatch on (i.e Java’s “this”).

(defprotocol LocalRule

(candidate-clauses [rule matrix])

(apply-local [rule matrix clause]))

As a concrete example let us consider the rule for valid clauses and how it

could be implemented in the Clojure language.

[
C S

]
∃σ : σ = mgu(C) ∀x ∈ C : x = (s≈ t)

� [C]∪α([C])

(a) The rule for valid clauses

(defrecord Valid_Clause []

LocalRule

(candidate-clauses [rule m]

(filter #(only-pos-eq? (lookup m %)) (pos-eq-clauses m)))

(apply-local-rule [rule m c]

(cond (apply mgu? (formulae c)) (valid "...")

(empty? (neg-eq-clauses m)) (redundant "...")

:else no-op)))

(b) The same rule expressed using the local rule interface

Figure 25: An example of how the rules can be encoded

4.3 The Supervisor process

In order to run the rules, a supervisor is used that manages both state changes and

termination conditions. This means that a local rule is responsible for deciding if

a given clause is valid, redundant or contradictory. Any deletion, termination or

global re-writing is handled by the runner not the rule.

Variants exist that allow a rule to return a new clause for example removing

some s≈ s. In this case the reduction function will update the matrix to reflect the

changes.

The reduction procedure tracks the state of the matrix as well as keeping a

history of all rules that were applicable (i.e they did not return NoOp). One result
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of this is that if an certain application of rules yields a valid result, then the system

can extract the submatrix from the original input, axiomize it and pass it on to a

theorem prover.

As mentioned, the rules that we have seen can not be run by themselves. The

supervisor process is responsible for both running the rules and handling termina-

tion cases. This is implemented using a function that continually loops (Clojure’s

“loop” keyword can be thought of a recursive while loop that allows arguments to

be passed) waiting for a termination condition. Figure 26 details the implementa-

tion.

Because it is possible for a rule to return “valid” or “invalid”, the supervisor can

be seen as a partial proof procedure. While this functionality is currently not used

explicitly by EPICC it was noted that during testing, the procedure was able to

prove the validity of a handful of problems from the TPTP library directly. In terms

of current implementation, the resulting matrix is always passed to the leanCoP
theorem prover. In the case of the rules alone deriving “valid”, the resulting matrix

can be proven by leanCoP quickly. It is also the case that “completeness” is

ignored by the current supervisor. During testing, the completeness of a set of

transformations T was indicated when running a problem.

(def safe-rules

[(->Empty_Clause)

(->Positive_Equality_MGU)

(->Contradictory_Predicates)

(->Contradictory_Negations)

(->Isloated_Prediacates)])

(def unsafe-rules

(conj safe-rules (->Unit_Rewrite_Rule)))

(defn unsafe-reduce-matrix

[matrix timeout]

(reduce-matrix matrix unsafe-rules timeout))

(defn safe-reduce-matrix

[matrix timeout]

(reduce-matrix matrix safe-rules timeout))

While this does not affect the correctness of the testing results, it does mean that

the framework requires user to know about which rules they are planning on using.

One would imagine that in a future version of EPICC this information would be

handled by the supervisor. Not only would this allow for a minor optimization in
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(defn run-reduction-rule [{:keys [terminates-at matrix history] :as state} rule]
(cond (terminate? terminates-at) (update state :history assoc :timeout true)

(:valid history) state
(:invalid history) state
(satisfies? LocalRule rule) (run-local-reduction-rule state rule)
(satisfies? GlobalRule rule) (run-global-reduction-rule state rule)))

(defn run-reductions
([matrix rules] (run-reductions matrix rules {:timeout-ms 1000 :max-iterations 100}))
([matrix rules {:keys [timeout-ms max-iterations] :as opts}]
(let [terminates-at (terminate-at timeout-ms)]

(loop [previous-state {:terminates-at terminates-at :matrix matrix :history {:logs [] :iteration 0}}]
(cond (terminate? terminates-at) (update previous-state :history assoc :timeout true)

(= max-iterations (:iteration previous-state)) (update previous-state :history assoc :max-iterations true)
:else
(let [{:keys [matrix history] :as state} (reduce run-reduction-rule previous-state rules)]
(cond (:timeout history) state

(:valid history) state
(:invalid history) state
(= matrix (:matrix previous-state)) state
:else (recur (update-in state [:history :iteration] inc)))))))))

Figure 26: The supervisor process run-reductions is responsible for both running the rules and han-
dling termination cases.

not having to invoke a theorem prover in all cases, but it would make the system

more user friendly.

(defn run-local-reduction-rule

[{:keys [matrix history terminates-at] :as state} rule]

(if-let [candidates (seq (candidate-clause-indexes rule matrix))]

(reduce (fn [state clause-index]

(if (terminate? terminates-at)

(reduced (update state :history assoc :timeout true))

(let [current-matrix (:matrix state)

pre-clause (get-in current-matrix [:index->clause clause-index])

{:keys [noop clause explanation valid delete destructive]}

(apply-local-rule rule current-matrix pre-clause)

new-state

(cond noop state

delete (-> state

(update-in [:history :logs] conj {:rule (.getSimpleName (class rule))

:clause clause-index

:explanation explanation})

(update :history assoc :valid valid)

(update :matrix data/delete-clause clause-index))

:else (-> state

(update-in [:history :logs] conj {:rule (.getSimpleName (class rule))

:clause clause-index

:explanation explanation})

(update :history assoc :valid valid)

(update :matrix data/update-clause clause)))]

(assert (data/matrix? (:matrix new-state)))

(if valid

(reduced new-state)

new-state))))

state

candidates)

state))

Figure 27: Local rules are not responsible for mutating the matrix
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4.4 Internal representations and data structures

Internally clauses are represented as sets of literals. A matrix is represented as

a mapping from clause indexes to the relevant set of literals (clause). An index

represents the position of the clause in input matrix.

When the matrix is imported, addition information is gathered such as indexes

of clauses that contain positive/negated equality. An internal table is also built

up mapping terms to the clauses that they occur in. The reason for this table is

to improve performance when performing term substitutions - by knowing which

clauses contain a term s the cost of applying the substitution {s→ t} is reduced

to the number of clauses that currently contain the term s (as opposed to naı̈vely

applying the substitution to every clause). These tables are updated every time a

clause is added/removed from the matrix, meaning that when implementing a rule

that say only considers clauses containing positive equality, one does not need to

test every clause.
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5 Experimental Results

5.1 Method

In order to analyse the effectiveness of the techniques described in section 3.5 and

implemented in Section 4 the following experimental setup was devised.

Six transformation strategies will be compared against each other. The Clojure

implementation of the EPICC system is to be used to perform all strategies. The

first of these strategies will simply add the axioms of equality. This is the current

approach taken by leanCoP and as such the results should provide a benchmark for

the remaining five approaches. The second approach will perform the Modification

Method (STE). As this is a well known approach for handling equality that can

be performed during preprocessing it is interesting to see how it compares to the

EPICC techniques described in this thesis. The third approach will not perform

any translation, not will it add the axioms of equality. The remaining three will

different configurations of EPICC techniques. Such a selection provides us with

the ability to both compare the transformations discussed with the current leanCoP
technique and to compare the transformations with two more approaches.

Each of the six methods will be evaluated on all 8044 FOF problems contained

in the Thousands of Problems for Theorem Provers (TPTP) library v6.4.0. TPTP

is a library of test problems that supports the testing and evaluation of automated

theorem proving (ATP) systems. It helps ensure that performance results accurately

reflect capabilities of the ATP systems being considered. The library is divided

into problem “domains”. Some examples of the domains are software verification

(SWV and SWW) where it is formally established that a computer program does

the task it is designed for, software creation (SWC) that is used to form a computer

program that meets given specifications, category theory (CAT), general algebra

(ALG), graph theory (GRA) and managment (MGT) the study of systems, and

their use and production of resources.

As opposed to reading problems directly from the TPTP library, leanCoP is

used to first convert each of the files into disjunctive normal form. If a formula

does not contain equality then it will not be used in the benchmarking tests. The

resulting matrices are be saved to disk and individually read by EPICC.

Every problem in the TPTP library has a status. We will concern ourselves with

“Theorem” and “Non Theorem”. For every problem it shall be recorded whether

the result produced by a method is in-keeping with the TPTP status of the problem.

This allow us to see which methods result in errors due to the method not preserving
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the completeness of the input formula. Such an approach will also allow us to

verify that no method implementation results in an unsound theorem prover. The

six approaches to be used are:

• Axioms AX. To provide a set of baseline results, that other methods can be

compared against. The input file is to read by EPICC and the axiom of

equality added before passing the resulting matrix to leanCoP. This corre-

sponds to the technique the full leanCoP prover uses.

• The Modification Method MM. The input is read and the modification method

performed on the matrix before passing it to leanCoP. As we have seen, the

modification method is an existing preprocessing technique that can be used

to eliminate equality. An implementation was written that would accept ma-

trices in disjunctive normal form. It should be noted that this implementation

is naı̈ve in the sense that no attempt was made to optimize it. The algorithm

is based on the one outlined in Brands paper [14].

• No axioms NO-AX. The file is read by EPICC and the matrix passed to

leanCoP without adding any axioms of equality. The reason for includ-

ing this approach is to provide an insight into the practical need for explicit

equality handling. If a formula can be shown to be a theorem without adding

the axioms of equality (i.e without interpretation of equality) then the clauses

containing equality were redundant. This approach can not guarantee to pre-

serve the completeness for formulae containing equality.

• EPICC-1. A configuration of EPICC that preserves the completeness for

formulae containing equality. This is achieved by not applying the Negat-

edUnitClause rule. The axioms of equality are added after no more trans-

formations can be applied. The following (complete) rules are used Empty-

Clause, PositiveEqualityMGU, ContradictoryPredicates, ContradictoryNega-

tions, IsolatedPredicates.

• EPICC-2. A configuration of EPICC that uses a left right rewrite rule

for NegatedUnitClause. The axioms of equality are added after no more

transformations can be applied. The following (complete) rules were used

EmptyClause, PositiveEqualityMGU, ContradictoryPredicates, Contradic-

toryNegations, IsolatedPredicates extended with a NegatedUnitClause rule

that performs rewriting in a left right manner meaning that (s 6≈ t) would

result in a global substitution σ = {s 7→ t}.
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• EPICC-3. A configuration of EPICC that uses a custom rewrite rule for

NegatedUnitClause. The axioms of equality are added after no more trans-

formations can be applied. The difference between this approach and that

of EPICC-2 is how the rule NegatedUnitClause decides if a clause would

result in the substitution σ = {s 7→ t}, the substitution σ = {t 7→ s} or if the

unit clause should be left alone. For example, one of the conditions is that a

substitution σ = {s 7→ t} is only allowed if s does not occur in t.

For every input file (matrix) six different outputs will be produced - each corre-

sponding to one of the strategies listed above. A core (Prolog) prover of leanCoP
2.1 using the single complete strategy [cut,comp(7)] is then to be invoked for

each output and allowed to run for at most ten seconds before being cancelled. If a

timeout occurs, then “timeout” shall be recorded. The core prover does not add any

axioms of equality. SWI-Prolog version 8.0.2 would be used for running leanCoP.

The choice to avoid using the strategy scheduling features of leanCoP is made

for two reasons. As the strategy [cut,comp(7)] is complete we know that if

running leanCoP on the output of one of the six configurations being tested results

in “Non Theorem” and the TPTP library has it marked with the status “Theorem”,

then that configuration did not preserve the completeness of the input formula. If

we were to use strategy scheduling then leanCoP would ignore the result “Non

Theorem” if the internal strategy that proved the result was not complete (for ex-

ample [scut]). While we would eventually achieve the same result due to the last

strategy that leanCoP employs ([def])) being complete, we might run of of time

before this happened. Secondly, we are interested in the effect that transformations

themselves have on the performance. It is assumed that if a particular leanCoP
strategy is effective then that improvement would be seen across all transforma-

tions. Such a decision is certainly open to debate. It may well be the case that a

particular strategy of leanCoP amplifies the effect of a particular transformation.

However, as we wish to generalise the implementation of the theorem prover such

an event is beyond the scope of this work.

All evaluations are to be conducted on a six-core 2.2 GHz Intel Core i7 Mac-

book Pro with 16 GB of RAM running MacOS 10.14.4. Each input file is to be

parsed by the Clojure implementation of the EPICC system and any transforma-

tions performed before invoking leanCoP on the output. EPICC is to be run using

Clojure 1.10.0 and Java 1.8.0 181.

When calculating the amount of time that a proof procedure takes, the results

will not take into account the amount of time that was spent performing the trans-
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formation.

5.2 Experimental Results

Of the 8044 First-order form (FOF) problems contained in the TPTP library 4672

problems contain equality. Of the 4672 problems containing equality that the tests

were run on, we are particularly interested in the 4189 that have the TPTP status

of “Theorem”. We will consider all results with respect to these 4189 problems.

The reason for only considering the results of formulae that have the TPTP sta-

tus of “Theorem” is because three of the methods tested (NO-AX, EPICC-2 and

EPICC-3) are known to not preserve the completeness of the input formula in the

general case. In the case of the transformation NO-AX it is simply because it does

not include the axioms of equality. For the other two it is due to their use of the

NegatedUnitClause rule. Thus, if we get the result “Non Theorem” when using

these methods, we do not know if it was derived because the original formula in

the TPTP library is a non theorem, or if it was due to the method of transformation.

5.2.1 Overview

Table 1 provides an overview of the results. The three methods that use tech-

niques described in this paper (EPICC-1,EPICC-2 and EPICC-3) outperform all

other methods including the standard leanCoP approach (AX) in the number of

theorems proven under ten seconds. Of all the methods tested the modification

method (MM) has the worst performance. While no optimizations were made to

this method, the fact that the standard approach of AX (that also includes no op-

timization) resulted in 795 more proofs certainly suggests leanCoP handles the

increase of search space introduced by the axioms of AX better than the increase

of search space due to the large number of new clauses introduced by MM.

Of the three EPICC approaches, the performance of the complete method

EPICC-1 is only marginally better than AX. This suggests that (for the problems

considered) the re-writing rule NegatedUnitClause has a major impact. It would

seem that either the (complete) methods described in Section 3.5 do little to reduce

search space, or that the conditions required for their application are unfortunately

not met with a much frequency. The number of proofs found using EPICC-2 per-

forms better than EPICC-1. EPICC-2 uses a left right re-write strategy for the

NegatedUnitClause rule. The method that lead to the most proofs being found

was EPICC-3. EPICC-3 uses a slightly less aggressive re-write strategy for the
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AX MM NO-AX EPICC-1 EPICC-2 EPICC-3
proved 969 174 725 973 1002 1099

0 to 1sec. 814 116 629 814 841 922
1 to 10sec. 154 58 96 159 161 177

not proven by AX - 11 31 9 109 166

Table 1: Summary of different equality handling techniques for the 4189 considered problems

NegatedUnitClause compared to EPICC-2.

5.2.2 Aggregating by Difficulty

Every problem in the TPTP library has a rating in the range of [0..1]. This rating

is dependent on the version of the library that is being used15. To give an overview

these ratings have been aggregated by grouping them into increments of 0.1. So for

example, both 0.0 and 0.09 will be mapped to 0, 0.34 and 0.39 mapped to 0.3 and

1.0 mapped to 1. Such an aggregation (see Table 2) provides us with an important

overview of the results. That none of the the methods made an impact on problems

with a rating higher than the range 0.7 to 0.79 was not unexpected. The difficulty of

a problem can be thought of as a reflection of the search space. While many of the

methods try to reduce the search space, one must remember that leanCoP was run

on each output for only 10 seconds. Had it been run longer, one would expect more

results - however as difficulty increases, the number of problems proved decreases

exponentially.

EPICC-3 outperforms all other methods for the number of problems ranging

from 0 to 0.59. It is tied for first place for problems in the ranges 0.6 to 0.69 and

0.8 to 0.89. It is only in the problem range 0.7 to 0.79 where the NO-AX method

finds two additional results. The fact that it was the method NO-AX that found the

“most difficult” new problems is most likely due to the fact that by not adding the

axioms of equality at all the resulting formula has a smaller search space.

By calculating the percentage of theorems a method was able to prove for a

given rating, the results can be displayed as a graph (see Figure 28). The left

chart of Figure 28 compares three of the methods (AX, MM and EPICC-3) across

all domains. The right chart considers only the problems in the SWC (software

creation) domain.

15 Meaning that the ratings used here are with respect to version 6.4.0 of the TPTP library
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AX MM NO-AX EPICC-1 EPICC-2 EPICC-3
rating total
0.0 to 0.09 706 496 144 373 498 476 524
0.1 to 0.19 441 221 25 147 219 238 259
0.2 to 0.29 388 96 4 73 98 112 124
0.3 to 0.39 351 73 0 68 74 88 94
0.4 to 0.49 374 46 0 32 47 49 52
0.5 to 0.59 360 22 0 16 22 23 30
0.6 to 0.69 275 8 0 7 8 9 9
0.7 to 0.79 297 6 0 8 6 6 6
0.8 to 0.89 324 1 0 1 1 1 1
0.9 to 0.99 247 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.0 426 0 0 0 0 0 0
total 4189 969 173 725 973 1002 1099

Table 2: All theorems proved under 10 seconds aggregated by problem
rating. A bold font denotes the best performing method(s).
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Figure 28: Percentage of theorems proven with respect to problem
rating.

5.2.3 Aggregating by Domain

Due to the fact that EPICC-3 performs so well on the software creation (SWC)

domain (see the right hand chart of Figure 28), these results will influence the

aggregated rating results of Table 2. For comparison the results for the software

creation domain are shown for all approaches in Table 3. We see that EPICC-2 is

also a strong performer here.
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AX MM NO-AX EPICC-1 EPICC-2 EPICC-3
proved 32 11 1 32 116 136

0 to 1sec. 20 2 1 20 92 109
1 to 10sec. 12 9 0 12 24 27

not proven by AX - 3 0 0 85 105

Table 3: Evaluation of the 422 problems in the SWC domain

As well as aggregating by difficulty, the results have been broken down by

domain (see Table 4). Yet, again we see the same trend. In all but three domains

– group theory (GRP), natural language processing (NLP) and processes (PRO),

EPICC-3 is the best (or joint best) performer in terms of number of theorems

proved. The AX method of leanCoP managed to prove one more theorem than

EPICC-3 in the GRP domain. In the other two instances (NLP, PRO) it was only

bettered by the NO-AX method which managed one more proof in NLP and two

more proofs in PRO.

5.2.4 Incompleteness

It is also worthy of note that out of the 4189 theorems tested, EPICC-3 did not
produce any false negatives i.e theorems that were found to not be provable (see

Table 5). While this should not in any way be interpreted as a sign of completeness

- it is certainly of interest.

While it is not surprising that NO-AX produced the most false negatives, it is

perhaps remarkable that it was only the NO-AX approach that produced a signifi-

cant number of false negatives. The term significant is used with caution here, as

there is no real basis for comparison. 12% of problems returning a false negative is

indeed significant compared to 0.05% or 0%, but considering that no axioms have

been added, and that every problem contains equality 12% could also be consid-

ered low. Table 6 breaks down the false negatives of NO-AX by domain. We see

that it is really only four domains that contribute the majority, namely – algebra

(ALG) with 104, group theory (GRP) with 42, Kleene algebra (KLE) at 213 and

relation algebra (REL) with 108 problems. The two false negatives produced by

EPICC-2 were both generated from the puzzle (PUZ) domain.
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AX MM NO-AX EPICC-1 EPICC-2 EPICC-3
Domain total
AGT 52 17 9 17 17 17 17
ALG 148 25 2 12 25 18 25
CAT 13 2 0 2 2 2 2
COM 24 6 2 5 6 6 6
CSR 28 3 1 1 3 2 3
GEO 114 9 1 6 9 10 10
GRA 18 3 0 3 4 3 4
GRP 79 6 0 4 6 5 5
HAL 6 1 0 1 1 1 1
KLE 224 16 4 3 16 14 16
KRS 14 9 0 10 10 10 10
LAT 105 14 6 13 16 16 16
MGT 45 16 6 13 16 14 17
MSC 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
NLP 15 1 0 2 1 1 1
NUM 558 155 23 122 152 145 158
PRO 63 9 0 11 9 9 9
PUZ 10 3 3 0 3 1 3
REL 108 1 0 0 1 0 1
RNG 152 32 5 24 34 29 39
SCT 79 6 0 6 6 6 6
SET 441 194 37 147 194 179 197
SEU 750 195 22 131 195 183 196
SWB 113 14 5 8 14 14 14
SWC 422 32 11 1 32 116 136
SWV 318 154 30 148 155 155 161
SWW 248 33 1 31 33 33 33
SYN 14 6 4 0 6 6 6
TOP 27 6 0 4 6 6 6
total 4189 969 173 725 973 1002 1099

Table 4: All theorems proved under 10 seconds aggregated by problem
domain. A bold font denotes the best performing method(s).
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AX MM NO-AX EPICC-1 EPICC-2 EPICC-3
false negatives 0 0 508 0 2 0
% of results 0% 0% 12% 0% 0.05% 0%

Table 5: Evaluation of false negatives returned for the 4189 considered
problems. A false negative occurs when an input theorem is trans-
formed into an invalid formula.

Domain false negatives % of problems
ALG 104 0.70
CSR 1 0.35
GRP 42 0.53
KLE 213 0.95
MGT 1 0.02
MSC 1 1.00
NUM 7 0.01
PUZ 6 0.60
REL 108 1.00
RNG 2 0.01
SET 4 0.01
SEU 8 0.01
SWB 3 0.03
SWV 2 < 0.01
SWW 1 < 0.01
SYN 5 0.36
total 508 12%

Table 6: False negatives produced by using NO-AX for the 4189 con-
sidered problems. Only those domains for which an erroneous result
was produced are included.
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5.2.5 New Proofs

Figure 29 visualizes the 200 “new” proofs that the different methods found. This

graphic can be though of as an alternative to a Venn diagram. Multiple dots un-

derneath a bar indicate that those solutions were found by multiple methods. The

intersection numbers are the cardinalilty of the intersections. The solutions column

indicates the number of solutions that a particular method found that the standard

approach could not. For example - of the 166 solutions that EPICC-3 found, 97

were found by exactly one other method, namely EPICC-2. Table 7 presents the

number of theorems that could not be proven using the AX method by rating and

Table 8 groups them by domain. Note that the totals in Table 7 and 8 do not repre-

sent solutions that were unique to a particular method.

MM
NO-AX

EPICC-1
intersection

EPICC-2
EPICC-3

97 54 26 7 6 3 2 1 1 1 1 1

11
31

9
200

109
166

solutions

Figure 29: Visualising the “uniqueness” of the 200 proofs that could
not be found using the standard leanCoP approach (AX).

We can see that not only does EPICC-3 find the most (166), but that many

of the alternative methods appear to be subsumed by it. Indeed EPICC-3 found

54 solutions that no other method could. EPICC-2 only managed to find a single

(unique) solution that EPICC-3 (or any other method) could not. EPICC-1 found

no unique solutions.

The Modification method MM returned 6 unique solutions which is quite in-

teresting considering that it only found 11 solutions in total that the axiomatic ap-

proach could not. Indeed its general performance was poor managing to find only
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MM NO-AX EPICC-1 EPICC-2 EPICC-3
rating
0.0 to 0.09 7 12 2 23 40
0.1 to 0.19 4 5 2 34 47
0.2 to 0.29 0 3 2 23 34
0.3 to 0.39 0 5 2 20 27
0.4 to 0.49 0 1 1 4 7
0.5 to 0.59 0 2 0 3 9
0.6 to 0.69 0 1 0 2 2
0.7 to 0.79 0 2 0 0 0
0.8 to 0.89 0 0 0 0 0
0.9 to 0.99 0 0 0 0 0
1.0 0 0 0 0 0
total 11 31 9 109 166

Table 7: Theorems that could not be proved using AX. Results here
were found in under 10 seconds and are aggregated by problem rating.
A bold font denotes the best performing method(s).

174 proofs (roughly 16% of what EPICC-3 managed) and never managing to find

a solution for a problem with a rating higher than the 0.2 bracket. However, it can

not be ignored that new proofs were found that no other method could produce.

Perhaps the most striking of all the results are those of the NO-AX approach

which managed to prove a total of 31 theorems that the standard approach could

not, with 26 of those being unique to this method. Such a high percentage (84%)

is not that surprising if we consider the fact that by not adding axioms the search

space is drastically reduced. The fact that NO-AX returned 508 false negatives

(see Table 5) supports this assumption. Indeed it is worthy of note that the NO-
AX approach proved two more theorems within the 0.7 rating range than any other

method, namely SEU205+1 (0.77) and SEU241+2 (0.73).

We see that for the most part the proofs of EPICC-3 are a superset of the proofs

of EPICC-2 and EPICC-1. Thus a combination of EPICC-3, NO-AX and MM
would find 199 of the 200.
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MM NO-AX EPICC-1 EPICC-2 EPICC-3
Domain
ALG 0 0 0 0 4
COM 1 1 0 0 0
GEO 0 0 0 1 1
GRA 0 0 1 1 1
KLE 0 0 0 0 1
KRS 0 1 1 1 1
LAT 0 0 2 2 2
MGT 1 1 0 0 1
NLP 0 1 0 0 0
NUM 1 8 1 8 21
PRO 0 2 0 0 0
RNG 2 3 2 4 12
SET 3 4 0 1 3
SEU 0 7 1 1 2
SWC 3 0 0 85 105
SWV 0 3 1 4 10
SWW 0 0 0 1 2
total 11 31 9 109 166

Table 8: Theorems that could not be proved using AX. Results here
were found in under 10 seconds and are aggregated by TPTP domain.
A bold font denotes the best performing method(s).

MM NO-AX EPICC-1 EPICC-2 EPICC-3
rating
0.0 to 0.09 -359 -135 0 -43 -12
0.1 to 0.19 -200 -79 -4 -17 -9
0.2 to 0.29 -92 -26 0 -18 -6
0.3 to 0.39 -73 -10 -1 -5 -6
0.4 to 0.49 -46 -15 0 -1 -1
0.5 to 0.59 -22 -8 0 -2 -1
0.6 to 0.69 -8 -2 0 -1 -1
0.7 to 0.79 -6 0 0 0 0
0.8 to 0.89 -1 0 0 0 0
0.9 to 0.99 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
total -807 -275 -5 -87 -36

Table 9: Theorems that could be proved using AX but not by other methods.
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6 Conclusion and Oulook

6.1 Conclusion

Handling first-order logic formulae that contain equality in a performant manner

presents a serious technical challenge for implementers of theorem provers, in par-

ticular, connection based theorem provers. The goal of this thesis was to implement

a technique that improves upon the current approach for handling equality taken by

the leanCoP connection prover.

To achieve this goal the EPICC preprocessing system for dealing with equal-

ity when proving formulae in (classical) first-order logic has been developed. This

system is an implementation of the Equality Preprocessing in Connection Cacluli

(EPICC) framework. By reducing the redundancy in a matrix before adding the

axioms of equality, the resulting search space may be dramatically reduced. By

treating EPICC as a preprocessing technique, it is can be used as a direct replace-

ment for the transformation TAXIOM that simply adds the axioms of equality to the

input matrix.

The core functionality of the EPICC preprocessing system has been specified

in Section 3.5 using a set of rules. These rules attempt to reduce the size of an input

matrix representing the original formula in clausal form (disjunctive normal form).

These rules have been shown to be sound. All but one of the rules (the rule for unit

clauses) are complete.

The rules of Section 3.5 were implemented in Section 4 with the architectural

design of the system being based on the general framework described in Section

3.4. The system works by applying the rules in a deterministic manner until a termi-

nation condition is met. This means that given an input matrix and a configuration

of rules, EPICC will always produce the same result. A termination condition is

either a timeout specified by the user, the EPICC system deriving “valid” or “in-

valid”, and the case that no more rules can be applied to the current matrix. Once

a termination condition is met the axioms of equality are added to the resulting

(possibly reduced) matrix.

The framework was then implemented in the Clojure programming language

(see appendix page 87 for a full code listing). In order to show that the framework

is not dependent on particular features of the Clojure language an implementation

was also produced using the Haskell programming language (see appendix page

109).

In order to test the Clojure implementation of the EPICC system, it extended so
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that it could perform three additional methods. To mirror the the current approach

taken by leanCoP when handling matrices that contain equality literals, it was

ensured that the system could add the the axioms of equality without performing

any of the rules described in section 3.5. The reason for this was for benchmarking.

As both the ordering of literals in a clause and clauses in a matrix can have a

dramatic effect on the ability to prove a matrix, it is important to ensure that every

method tested uses the same algorithm for adding axioms.

The Clojure system was then extended so that it could also perform the Mod-

ification Method (STE) [14], a well known alternative approach to the addition of

equality axioms that is also sound and complete. This approach would be used as

a second benchmark. Finally it was ensured that the system could return a matrix

without performing any rules and without adding the axioms of equality.

The Clojure implementation of EPICC was then used in conjunction with the

connection prover leanCoP to test 8044 FOF problems taken from the TPTP li-

brary v6.4.0, of which 4189 both contain equality and have the TPTP status of

theorem.

Three variants of the Equality Preprocessing in Connection Cacluli (EPICC)

approach (EPICC-1, EPICC-2 and EPICC-3) were compared to both the modifica-

tion method, the standard approach of adding the equality axioms to the original

matrix and an approach that does not add the axioms of equality to the matrix.

For each test, the Clojure implementation would first perform any transforma-

tions and then invoke a custom version of the leanCoP core prover. As the EPICC
system controls the addition of axioms, a custom version of leanCoP that does not

add the axioms of equality was used. This core prover would use a single strategy

[cut,comp(7)] that is both sound and complete.

Using the EPICC-3 approach the system was able to prove 166 more problems

of the TPTP library than by using the current leanCoP technique of just adding the

equality axioms. Of these 166 new proofs, 54 could not be found using any other

method (see figure 29 on page 73). The EPICC-3 approach proved to be particu-

larly powerful with respect to the “Software Creation” (SWC) problem domain of

the TPTP library where EPICC-3 was able to prove 105 more problems than using

the standard approach. Indeed the new proofs in the SWC domain represent 63%

of all new proofs found by EPICC-3. Even with this outlier, the results in table 4

on page 71 show that EPICC-3 configuration was the best performing across 26

out of the 29 problem domain. In the other three it was the second best, proving at

most two fewer theorems than the best.
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Currently, if none of the rules described subsection 2.7 are applicable to an

input matrix, then the EPICC method is equivalent to the current approach taken

by leanCoP i.e the axioms of equality are added. In the worst case scenario, the

application of the rule for unit clauses will lead to an initially valid matrix being

converted into an invalid one. Out of the 4189 theorem tested such a situation

occurred twice (see EPICC-2 in table 5 on page 72). In the best case scenario, it is

the the rule of unit clauses that greatly simplifies the problem.

The modification method proves significantly less problems than all other ap-

proaches. Yet, while the performance of the modification method may look unde-

sirable, there were a handful of instances (6) when it was the only approach that

yielded a solution.

An interesting, yet so far undocumented fact is that many of the problems (725)

in the TPTP library containing equality can be proved without any equality han-

dling, i.e. treating the equality symbol as uninterpreted predicate symbol. Of these,

26 could not be found using any other method (see figure 29). This result came

as a surprise and certainly suggests reason for further investigation. This means

that the best method (EPICC-3) only found 374 more proofs than an approach that

completely ignores equality. Considering that the use of the modification method

only resulted in 173 proofs, this is quite remarkable.

It is the authors belief that results presented in this thesis present an argument

for employing a variant of the EPICC preprocessing system in connection provers

that do not currently handle equality in first-order logic.
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6.2 Oulook

While the results presented in this thesis show that using the EPICC prepossessing

system in conjunction with the leanCoP connection prover increases the number

problems solved in comparison to the current approach taken by leanCoP, it is

assumed that this does not represent a truly efficient approach for handling equality.

There are certainly a number of questions that the work in this thesis raises.

The rules presented in this thesis evolved over time. In some cases multiple

rules were found to be instances of the same more general rule. Firstly it would

be interesting to search for new rules, to see how they would fit in with those that

currently exist. Are there more general instances of the current rules? In terms

of performance, do general rules or instances of rules lead to better performance

when testing for applicability and subsequently transforming the matrix.

Another question concerning the rules would be to fully consider how the rules

interact with each other. For example, which of the rules commute with respect to

composition within the EPICC framework? Such knowledge could lead to more

powerful strategies i.e in which order rules should be run.

Currently, if the the rule for negated unit clauses is included in the set of trans-

formations, then it is implicitly assumed that running EPICC sacrifices complete-

ness. This could be improved by checking if the particular rule is actually run.

With this said, it would be more interesting to know if the application of a rule

actually sacrifices completeness, not just the most general case.

Initial work was conducted in analysing the structure of matrices, for example

gathering information about the number of clauses, the total number of literals,

the number of equality literals etc. It would be interesting to analyse the impact

that these properties have on the different approaches. While a “proof predictor”

was created using various machine learning frameworks for the Python language,

the success rate at predicting whether or not leanCoP would be able to prove

a theorem in under 10 seconds was no better than 65% (undocumented results).

Indeed the result seemed to be reliant upon the number of clauses. However, more

refined predictive methods could certainly be useful in selecting proof strategies.

Concerning the results of Section 5, it would be interesting to know why the

EPICC-2 and EPICC-3 configurations performed so much better in the domain of

Software Creation (SWC). Not only in comparison to the other the approaches, but

also to number of theorems that they managed to prove in other domains. It is quite

probable that this particular set of formulae in the TPTP library all share a common

structure (whether by intention or not), that the EPICC NegatedUnitClause rule
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was able to unlock. It would certainly be valuable both to test the EPICC system

with other libraries, and to analyse the structure of the theorems in the SWC domain

of the TPTP library.

The other surprising result of Section 5 was the performance of the NO-AX

approach that simply treats equality as uninterpreted literals. Firstly, this approach

was more effective than the Modification Method. Secondly, this method found

26 unique solutions. Thirdly, as Table 6 (page 72) shows, most of theorems that

lead to results of “invalid” came from only a couple of domains. It would appear

this this is also a candidate for adding to the set of strategies that deserves more

research.

Furthermore, the adaption and integration of similar preprocessing techniques

into the non-clausal connection prover nanoCoP [22] or the non-classical provers

ileanCoP and MleanCoP for first-order intuitionistic and modal logic [51] would

certainly be an compelling avenue of research.

The leanCoP theorem prover currently runs on a single core. This was not an

issue in benchmarking. However, if new proof techniques are to be added to the

existing 30 – then it would make sense to ensure that the prover can take advantage

of modern multi-core systems. To this end I have begun work on a Python based

system that uses the core prover of leanCoP, but may be optionally run on multiple

cores 16. In this version the strategies are distributed over the cores and then an

instance of leanCoP is run on each core.

16 https://github.com/beoliver/leanCoP/blob/dev/leancop.py
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(ns clj-epicc.axioms

(:require [clj-epicc.data :as fol]))

(defn- unique-vars [clause-index prefix]

(map (fn [i] (fol/variable (format "%s_%s_%s" prefix clause-index i))) (range)))

(defn- axioms-of-reflexivity [clause-index]

(let [[x] (take 1 (unique-vars clause-index "X"))]

#{(fol/equality x x false)}))

(defn- axioms-of-symmetry [clause-index]

(let [[x y] (take 2 (unique-vars clause-index "X"))]

#{(fol/equality x y true)

(fol/equality y x false)}))

(defn- axioms-of-transitivity [clause-index]

(let [[x y z] (take 3 (unique-vars clause-index "X"))]

#{(fol/equality x y true)

(fol/equality y z true)

(fol/equality x z false)}))

(defn add-reflexivity [matrix]

(let [index (fol/next-clause-index matrix)]

(->> (axioms-of-reflexivity index)

(fol/clause index)

(fol/insert-clause matrix))))

(defn add-symmetry [matrix]

(let [index (fol/next-clause-index matrix)]

(->> (axioms-of-symmetry index)

(fol/clause index)

(fol/insert-clause matrix))))

(defn add-transitivity [matrix]

(let [index (fol/next-clause-index matrix)]

(->> (axioms-of-transitivity index)

(fol/clause index)

(fol/insert-clause matrix))))

(defn- function-axioms [clause-index label arity]

(when (pos? arity)

(let [lvars (take arity (unique-vars clause-index "X"))

rvars (take arity (unique-vars clause-index "Y"))]

(into #{(fol/equality (fol/function label lvars) (fol/function label rvars) false)}

(map #(fol/equality %1 %2 true) lvars rvars)))))

(defn- predicate-axioms [clause-index label arity]

(let [lvars (take arity (unique-vars clause-index "X"))

rvars (take arity (unique-vars clause-index "Y"))]

(when (pos? arity)

(into #{(fol/predicate label lvars true) (fol/predicate label rvars false)}

(map #(fol/equality %1 %2 true) lvars rvars)))))

(defn- add-function-axioms [matrix]

(let [labels-with-arity (->> (fol/subterms matrix)

(filter fol/function?)

(map (fn [f] {:label (:label f) :arity (count (:args f))}))

set)]

(reduce (fn [matrix {:keys [label arity]}]

(let [i (fol/next-clause-index matrix)]

(if-let [axiom-set (function-axioms i label arity)]

(->> (fol/clause i axiom-set)

(fol/insert-clause matrix))

matrix)))

matrix labels-with-arity)))
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(defn- add-predicate-axioms [matrix]

(let [labels-with-arity (->> (fol/predicates matrix)

(map (fn [p] {:label (:label p) :arity (count (:args p))}))

set)]

(reduce (fn [matrix {:keys [label arity]}]

(let [i (fol/next-clause-index matrix)]

(if-let [axiom-set (predicate-axioms i label arity)]

(->> (fol/clause i axiom-set)

(fol/insert-clause matrix))

matrix)))

matrix labels-with-arity)))

(defn add-axioms [matrix]

(if (empty? (fol/equalities matrix))

matrix

(-> matrix

add-reflexivity

add-symmetry

add-transitivity

add-function-axioms

add-predicate-axioms)))
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(ns clj-epicc.data

(:require [clojure.set :as set]))

(defprotocol ISubterms

(subterms [this] "return a set of terms"))

(defprotocol IGroundSubterms

(ground-subterms [this] "return a set of terms"))

(defprotocol IVariables

(variables [this] "return a set of variables"))

(defprotocol INegatable

(negate [this]))

(defprotocol IEditableMatrix

(next-clause-index [this])

(insert-clause [this clause])

(delete-clause [this index]))

(defprotocol ISubstitution

(apply-substitution [this substitution]))

(defprotocol ILeanCoP

(leancop-str [this]))

(defprotocol ILiterals

(predicates [this])

(equalities [this]))

(defrecord Variable [label])

(defn variable [label] (->Variable label))

(defn variable? [x] (instance? Variable x))

(defrecord Function [label args])

(defn function

([label] (function label []))

([label args] (->Function label (vec args))))

(defn function? [x] (instance? Function x))

(defn non-constant-function? [x] (and (instance? Function x) (seq (:args x))))

(defn constant? [x] (and (function? x) (empty? (:args x))))

(defrecord Predicate [label args sign])

(defn predicate

([label args] (predicate label args true))

([label args sign] (->Predicate label (vec args) sign)))

(defn predicate? [x] (instance? Predicate x))

(defn pos-predicate? [x] (and (predicate? x) (:sign x)))

(defn neg-predicate? [x] (and (predicate? x) (not (:sign x))))

(defrecord Equality [left right sign])

(defn equality

([left right] (equality left right true))

([left right sign] (->Equality left right sign)))

(defn equality? [x] (instance? Equality x))

(defn pos-equality? [x] (and (equality? x) (:sign x)))

(defn neg-equality? [x] (and (equality? x) (not (:sign x))))

(defrecord Clause [index literals])

(defn clause

[index literals] (->Clause index (set literals)))

(defn clause? [x] (instance? Clause x))

(defrecord Matrix [problem-id index->clause term->clause pos-eqs neg-eqs predicates])

(defn matrix [id clauses]

(reduce (fn [m c] (insert-clause m c))

(map->Matrix {:problem-id id :index->clause {} :term->clause {} :pos-eqs #{} :neg-eqs #{} :predicates {}})

clauses))

(defn matrix? [x] (instance? Matrix x))
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(defn literals [clause] (:literals clause))

(defn update-clause [matrix {:keys [index] :as clause}]

(-> matrix

(delete-clause index)

(insert-clause clause)))

(defn matrix-contains-equality? [{:keys [index->clause] :as matrix}]

(boolean (some (fn [{:keys [literals] :as clause}]

(some equality? literals)) (vals index->clause))))

(extend-protocol INegatable

Predicate

(negate [this] (update this :sign not))

Equality

(negate [this] (update this :sign not)))

(extend-protocol ILeanCoP

Variable

(leancop-str [x] (str (:label x)))

Function

(leancop-str [{:keys [label args] :as f}]

(if (empty? args)

(str label)

(->> args

(map leancop-str)

(interpose ", ")

(apply str)

(format "%s(%s)" label))))

Predicate

(leancop-str [{:keys [label args sign] :as p}]

(let [pred-str (if (empty? args)

(str label)

(->> args

(map leancop-str)

(interpose ", ")

(apply str)

(format "%s(%s)" label)))]

(if sign

pred-str

(format "-(%s)" pred-str))))

Equality

(leancop-str [{:keys [left right sign] :as e}]

(let [eq-str (format "%s = %s" (leancop-str left) (leancop-str right))]

(if sign

eq-str

(format "-(%s)" eq-str))))

Clause

(leancop-str [{:keys [literals] :as c}]

(->> literals

(map leancop-str)

(interpose ", ")

(apply str)

(format "[%s]")))

Matrix

(leancop-str [{:keys [problem-id index->clause] :as m}]

(let [clauses (sort-by :index (vals index->clause))]

(->> clauses

(map leancop-str)

(interpose ", ")

(apply str)

(format "cnf(’%s’, conjecture, [%s])." problem-id)))))
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(extend-protocol ISubterms

Variable

(subterms [this] #{this})

Function

(subterms [{:keys [args] :as function}] (reduce into #{function} (map subterms args)))

Predicate

(subterms [{:keys [args]}] (reduce into #{} (map subterms args)))

Equality

(subterms [{:keys [left right]}] (into (subterms left) (subterms right)))

Clause

(subterms [{:keys [literals]}] (reduce into #{} (map subterms literals)))

Matrix

(subterms [this] (set (keys (:term->clause this)))))

;;; ground subterms... all subterms of a term such that they contain no variables

(defprotocol IGroundSubtermsLowLevel

(ground-subterms-low-level [this]))

(extend-protocol IGroundSubtermsLowLevel

Variable

(ground-subterms-low-level [this] [false #{}])

Function

(ground-subterms-low-level [this]

(let [[is-ground? xs :as result]

(reduce (fn [[is-ground? xs :as acc] t]

(let [[child-is-ground? ys] (ground-subterms-low-level t)]

[(and is-ground? child-is-ground?)

(set/union xs ys)]))

[true #{}]

(:args this))

all-ground-subterms (if is-ground? (conj xs this) xs)]

[is-ground? all-ground-subterms])))

(defn is-ground-term? [term] (first (ground-subterms-low-level term)))

(extend-protocol IGroundSubterms

Variable

(ground-subterms [this] #{})

Function

(ground-subterms [this] (second (ground-subterms-low-level this)))

Predicate

(ground-subterms [{:keys [args]}]

(reduce into #{} (map ground-subterms args)))

Equality

(ground-subterms [{:keys [left right]}] (into (ground-subterms left)

(ground-subterms right)))

Clause

(ground-subterms [{:keys [literals]}] (reduce into #{} (map ground-subterms literals)))

Matrix

(ground-subterms [this]

(set (filter is-ground-term? (keys (:term->clause this))))))

(extend-protocol IVariables

Variable

(variables [this] #{this})

Function

(variables [{:keys [args]}] (reduce into #{} (map variables args)))

Predicate

(variables [{:keys [args]}] (reduce into #{} (map variables args)))

Equality

(variables [{:keys [left right]}] (into (variables left) (variables right)))

Clause

(variables [{:keys [literals]}] (reduce into #{} (map variables literals)))

Matrix

(variables [this]

(set (filter variable? (keys (:term->clause this))))))
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(extend-protocol ILiterals

Clause

(predicates [c] (set (filter predicate? (:literals c))))

(equalities [c] (set (filter equality? (:literals c))))

Matrix

(predicates [m] (reduce into #{} (map predicates (vals (:index->clause m)))))

(equalities [m] (reduce into #{} (map equalities (vals (:index->clause m))))))

(extend-protocol ISubstitution

Variable

(apply-substitution [x sigma] (get sigma x x))

Function

(apply-substitution [f sigma]

(if-let [g (get sigma f)]

g

(update f :args (fn [xs] (mapv #(apply-substitution % sigma) xs)))))

Predicate

(apply-substitution [p sigma]

(update p :args (fn [xs] (mapv #(apply-substitution % sigma) xs))))

Equality

(apply-substitution [e sigma]

(-> e

(update :left #(apply-substitution % sigma))

(update :right #(apply-substitution % sigma))))

Clause

(apply-substitution [c sigma]

(update c :literals (fn [xs] (set (map #(apply-substitution % sigma) xs)))))

Matrix

(apply-substitution [m sigma]

(let [domain (keys sigma)

candidate-clauses (reduce into (vals (select-keys (:term->clause m) domain)))]

(assert (every? is-ground-term? domain))

(reduce (fn [m i]

(let [c (get-in m [:index->clause i])

c’ (apply-substitution c sigma)]

(if (= c c’)

m

(-> (delete-clause m i)

(insert-clause c’)))))

m candidate-clauses))))

(extend-protocol IEditableMatrix

Matrix

(next-clause-index [{:keys [index->clause]}]

(inc (apply max (or (seq (keys index->clause)) [0]))))

(insert-clause [this {:keys [index literals] :as clause}]

(let [contains-pos-eqs? (boolean (some pos-equality? literals))

contains-neg-eqs? (boolean (some neg-equality? literals))

matrix-with-preds (reduce (fn [matrix {:keys [label sign]}]

(update-in matrix [:predicates label sign] (fnil conj #{}) index))

this (filter predicate? literals))]

(-> (reduce (fn [matrix t]

(update-in matrix [:term->clause t] (fnil conj #{}) index))

matrix-with-preds (subterms clause))

(assoc-in [:index->clause index] clause)

(update :pos-eqs #(if contains-pos-eqs?

(conj (set %) index)

%))

(update :neg-eqs #(if contains-neg-eqs?

(conj (set %) index)

%)))))
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(delete-clause [this index]

(if-let [{:keys [literals] :as c} (get-in this [:index->clause index])]

(let [matrix-with-preds-removed

(reduce (fn [matrix {:keys [label sign]}]

(let [xs (disj (get-in matrix [:predicates label sign]) index)]

(if (empty? xs)

(update-in matrix [:predicates label] dissoc sign)

(assoc-in matrix [:predicates label sign] xs))))

this (filter predicate? literals))

matrix-with-terms-and-preds-removed

(reduce (fn [matrix t]

(let [xs (disj (get-in matrix [:term->clause t]) index)]

(if (empty? xs)

(update matrix :term->clause dissoc t)

(assoc-in matrix [:term->clause t] xs))))

matrix-with-preds-removed (subterms c))]

(-> matrix-with-terms-and-preds-removed

(update :index->clause dissoc index)

(update :pos-eqs #(disj (set %) index))

(update :neg-eqs #(disj (set %) index))

))

this)))

(defn lex-ordering [s t]

[s t]

"variable < constant < function"

(assert (string? (:label s)) [s (type s) (str s)])

(assert (string? (:label t)) [t (type t) (str t)])

(let [s-type (cond (constant? s) :constant

(variable? s) :variable

(function? s) :function)

t-type (cond (constant? s) :constant

(variable? t) :variable

(function? t) :function)]

(case [s-type t-type]

[:variable :variable] (compare (:label s) (:label t))

[:constant :constant] (compare (:label s) (:label t))

[:function :function]

(let [sn (count (:args s)) tn (count (:args t))]

(cond (= s t) 0

(< sn tn) -1

(> sn tn) 1

:else (reduce (fn [base-case [a b]]

(let [x (lex-ordering a b)]

(if-not (= 0 x)

(reduced x)

base-case)))

(Long/signum (compare (:label s) (:label t)))

(map vector (:args s) (:args t)))))

[:constant :variable] 1

[:function :variable] 1

[:function :constant] 1

-1)))
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(ns clj-epicc.mgu

(:require [clojure.set :as set]

[clj-epicc.data :as data]))

(defn martelli-montanari-mgu

"Based on Alberto Martelli and Ugo Montanari algorithm-1"

[& pairs]

(let [condition-a (fn [[s t]] (and (not (data/variable? s)) (data/variable? t)))

condition-b (fn [[s t]] (and (= s t) (data/variable? s) (data/variable? t)))

condition-c (fn [[s t]] (and (not (data/variable? s)) (not (data/variable? t))))

condition-d (fn [[s t]] (and (data/variable? s) (not (data/variable? t))))]

(loop [previous-unifier (set pairs)]

(let [result (loop [seen nil

[[s t :as pair] & unseen] previous-unifier]

(cond (nil? pair) seen

(condition-a pair) (recur seen (cons [t s] unseen))

(condition-b pair) (recur seen unseen)

(condition-c pair) (let [s-args (:args s)

t-args (:args t)]

(cond (not= (:label s) (:label t)) ::error

(not= (count s-args) (count t-args)) ::error

:else (->> (map vector s-args t-args)

(into unseen)

(recur seen))))

(condition-d pair) (if (contains? (set (data/variables t)) s)

::error

(let [sigma {s t}

sigma-fn (fn [[a b]]

[(data/apply-substitution a sigma)

(data/apply-substitution b sigma)])]

(recur (conj (map sigma-fn seen) pair) (map sigma-fn unseen))))

:else (recur (conj seen pair) unseen)))]

(when-not (= result ::error)

(let [unifier (set result)]

(if (= unifier previous-unifier)

(into {} unifier)

(recur unifier))))))))

(defn mgu [& equalities]

(->> equalities

(map (fn [e] [(:left e) (:right e)]))

(apply martelli-montanari-mgu)))

;;; generate random unification sets

(defn piles [n coll]

(->> coll

vec

(reduce-kv (fn [m k v]

(update m (rem k n) conj v))

(zipmap (range n) (repeat [])))

vals))
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(defn transitive-closure [m]

(let [reflexive-symmetric-closure

(reduce-kv (fn [closure k v]

(-> closure

(assoc k (set [k v]))

(assoc v (set [k v])))) {} m)]

(loop [transitive-closure {}

[k & ks] (keys reflexive-symmetric-closure)]

(if-not k

transitive-closure

(let [k-closure

(loop [closure #{k}

[t & pending] (disj (get reflexive-symmetric-closure k) k)]

(if-not t

closure

(let [closure (conj closure t)

t-set (set/difference

(get reflexive-symmetric-closure t)

closure)]

(recur closure (set/union (set pending) t-set)))))

transitive-closure

(reduce (fn [transitive-closure k]

(assoc transitive-closure k k-closure))

transitive-closure

k-closure)]

(recur transitive-closure

(set/difference (set ks) k-closure)))))))

(defn rewrite-in [transitive-closure term]

(let [non-reflexive-options (vec (disj (get transitive-closure term #{}) term))]

(cond (data/variable? term)

(if-not (empty? non-reflexive-options)

(let [term’ (rand-nth non-reflexive-options)]

(if (data/non-constant-function? term’)

(update term’ :args #(mapv (partial rewrite-in transitive-closure) %))

term’))

term)

(data/function? term)

(update term :args #(mapv (partial rewrite-in transitive-closure) %)))))

(defn generate-function [label arity transitive-closure]

(->> transitive-closure

keys

shuffle

(take arity)

(mapv (partial rewrite-in transitive-closure))

(data/function label)))
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(defn generate-unifiable-equalities [n-eqs n-vars n-constants n-functions]

(let [vars (take n-vars (map #(data/variable (str "X_" %)) (range)))

constants (take n-constants (map #(data/function (str "c_" %) []) (range)))

function-labels (take n-functions (map #(str "f_" %) (range)))

;; if f1, f2, ... then f1 may occur as an argument to f2

[constant-vars function-vars free-vars :as data] (piles 3 vars)

equalities (merge (zipmap constant-vars (shuffle constants))

(zipmap free-vars (shuffle (into constant-vars free-vars))))]

;; do not include the function vars in the initial closure

;; any value selected from a set in the t-closure is derivable

;; from the var-assignments

(loop [t-closure (transitive-closure equalities)

[label & f-labels] (shuffle function-labels)

function-vars function-vars]

(if-not label

;;

(let [interesting-t-closure

(reduce-kv (fn [t-closure k closure]

(if (= 1 (count closure))

t-closure

(assoc t-closure k closure)))

{} t-closure)

terms (shuffle (keys interesting-t-closure))]

(take n-eqs

(map (fn [term]

(let [s (rewrite-in interesting-t-closure term)

t (rewrite-in interesting-t-closure term)]

(assert (or (data/variable? s) (data/function? s)))

(assert (or (data/variable? t) (data/function? t)))

(data/equality s t)

))

terms)))

(let [f (generate-function label (inc (rand-int 5)) t-closure)]

(assert (data/function? f))

(if (empty? function-vars)

(let [t-closure (-> t-closure (assoc f #{f}))]

(recur t-closure f-labels nil))

(let [x (first function-vars)

xs (rest function-vars)

t-closure (-> t-closure

(assoc f #{f x})

(assoc x #{f x}))]

(recur t-closure f-labels xs))))))))
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(ns clj-epicc.modification-method

(:require [clj-epicc.data :as data]

[clj-epicc.axioms :as axioms]

[clojure.set :as set]))

(declare rewrite-predicate rewrite-equality rewrite-function)

(defn e-modification [formulae]

(loop [[f & formulae] formulae

new-forms #{}]

(if (nil? f)

new-forms

(let [[p companions] (cond (data/predicate? f) (rewrite-predicate f)

(data/equality? f) (rewrite-equality f))]

(recur (set/union formulae companions) (conj new-forms p))))))

(defn rewrite-predicate

"returns [ predicate #{companions} ]"

[predicate]

(let [[args companions]

(reduce (fn [[new-args companions] arg]

(if (data/variable? arg)

[(conj new-args arg) companions]

(let [v (data/variable (str (gensym "X_")))

e (data/equality arg v true)]

[(conj new-args v) (conj companions e)])))

[[] #{}] (:args predicate))]

[(assoc predicate :args args) companions]))

(defn rewrite-function

[function]

(let [[args companions]

(reduce (fn [[new-args companions] arg]

(if (data/variable? arg)

[(conj new-args arg) companions]

(let [v (data/variable (str (gensym "X_")))

e (data/equality arg v true)]

[(conj new-args v) (conj companions e)])))

[[] #{}] (:args function))]

[(assoc function :args args) companions]))

(defn rewrite-equality

"returns [ equality #{companions} ]"

[{:keys [left right] :as equality}]

(let [[left’ l-companions] (if (data/function? left) (rewrite-function left) [left #{}])

[right’ r-companions] (if (data/function? right) (rewrite-function right) [right #{}])]

[(-> equality

(assoc :left left’)

(assoc :right right’))

(set/union l-companions r-companions)]))

(defn all-paths [choices]

(let [xs (map vector (first choices))]

(loop [paths (map vector (first choices))

[xs & remaining] (rest choices)]

(if (nil? xs)

paths

(let [paths (reduce (fn [acc choice]

(into acc

(map #(conj % choice) paths)))

[]

xs)]

(recur paths remaining))))))
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(defn s-modification

"returns a set of sets (each set is a clause)"

[formulae]

(let [m (group-by data/neg-equality? formulae)

neg-eqs (get m true)

others (get m false)

choices (map vector

neg-eqs

(for [{:keys [left right] :as e} neg-eqs]

(data/equality right left false)))

paths (all-paths choices)]

(if (empty? neg-eqs)

#{formulae}

(set (for [p paths]

(set (into p others)))))))

(defn t-modification

[formulae]

(reduce (fn [new-forms form]

(if-not (data/neg-equality? form)

(conj new-forms form)

(let [w (data/variable (str (gensym "X_")))

s (:left form)

t (:right form)

eq-1 (data/equality t w true)

eq-2 (data/equality s w false)]

(conj new-forms eq-1 eq-2))))

#{} formulae))

(declare ste-modification)

(defn ste-modification [formulae]

(->> formulae

e-modification

s-modification

(map t-modification)))

(defn modification-method [{:keys [problem-id] :as matrix}]

(let [clauses (vals (:index->clause matrix))

m (data/matrix problem-id [])

generated-clauses (->> clauses

(map (comp ste-modification data/literals))

(reduce into)

(map (fn [index xs] (data/clause index xs)) (range)))]

(->> generated-clauses

(data/matrix problem-id)

axioms/add-reflexivity)))
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(ns clj-epicc.rules

(:require [clj-epicc.data :as data]

[clj-epicc.mgu :as mgu]

[clojure.set :as set]))

(defprotocol Rule

(applicable? [rule clause])

(explain [this example]))

(defrecord ReductionResult

[noop clause matrix explanation valid delete invalid destructive])

(defprotocol LocalRule

(candidate-clause-indexes [rule matrix])

(apply-local-rule [rule matrix clause]))

(defprotocol GlobalRule

(apply-global-rule [rule matrix]))

(def noop

(map->ReductionResult {:noop true}))

(defn valid [clause explanation]

(map->ReductionResult {:clause clause :explanation explanation :valid true}))

(defn redundant [clause explanation]

(map->ReductionResult {:clause clause :explanation explanation :delete true}))

(defn contradictory [clause explanation]

(map->ReductionResult {:clause clause :explanation explanation :delete true}))

(defn destructive [matrix explanation]

(map->ReductionResult {:matrix matrix :explanation explanation :destructive true}))

;;; .......................................................................................

;;; HELPERS ...............................................................................

;;; .......................................................................................

(defn indexes-of-clauses-by [literals-pred matrix]

(seq (reduce-kv (fn [indexes i clause]

(if (literals-pred (data/literals clause))

(conj indexes i)

indexes)) [] (:index->clause matrix))))

;;; .......................................................................................

;;; SATISFIABLE clauses ...................................................................

(defrecord Empty_Clause []

LocalRule

(candidate-clause-indexes [rule matrix]

(keys (:index->clause matrix)))

(apply-local-rule [rule matrix {:keys [literals] :as clause}]

(if (empty? literals)

(valid clause "found an empty clause")

noop)))

(defrecord Positive_Equality_MGU []

LocalRule

(candidate-clause-indexes [rule matrix]

(reduce-kv (fn [indexes index {:keys [literals] :as clause}]

(if (every? data/pos-equality? literals)

(conj indexes index)

indexes))

[]

(select-keys (:index->clause matrix) (:pos-eqs matrix))))

(apply-local-rule [rule matrix {:keys [literals] :as clause}]

(if (apply mgu/mgu literals)

(valid clause (format "found a mgu for clause containing only positive equality %s" (data/leancop-str clause)))

(if-let [some-clause-contains-negation?

(indexes-of-clauses-by (partial some data/neg-equality?) matrix)]

noop

(redundant clause "no mgu for clause but no negated equality in matrix")))))
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;;; .......................................................................................

;;; CONTRADICTORY clauses .................................................................

;;; .......................................................................................

(defrecord Contradictory_Predicates []

LocalRule

(candidate-clause-indexes [rule matrix]

(indexes-of-clauses-by (fn [literals]

(and (some data/pos-predicate? literals)

(some data/neg-predicate? literals))) matrix))

(apply-local-rule [rule matrix {:keys [literals] :as clause}]

(let [pos-preds (filter data/pos-predicate? literals)

neg-preds (filter data/neg-predicate? literals)

shared-labels (set/intersection

(set (map :label pos-preds))

(set (map :label neg-preds)))]

(if-not (seq shared-labels)

noop

;; clause contains both pos and neg predicates with the same label

(let [pos-eqs (filter data/pos-equality? literals)

t-closure (mgu/transitive-closure

(into {} (for [{:keys [left right]} (filter data/pos-equality? literals)]

[left right])))

closures (set (vals t-closure))

sigma (reduce (fn [sigma closure]

(let [minimal-term (first (sort data/lex-ordering closure))

theta (zipmap closure (repeat minimal-term))]

(merge sigma theta))) {} closures)

pos-pred-rw (set (map #(dissoc (data/apply-substitution % sigma) :sign) pos-preds))

neg-pred-rw (set (map #(dissoc (data/apply-substitution % sigma) :sign) neg-preds))]

(if (seq (set/intersection pos-pred-rw neg-pred-rw))

(contradictory clause (format "equality implies contradictory predicates in %s" (data/leancop-str clause)))

noop))))))

(defrecord Contradictory_Negations []

LocalRule

(candidate-clause-indexes [rule matrix] (:neg-eqs matrix))

(apply-local-rule [rule matrix {:keys [literals] :as clause}]

(let [pos-eqs (filter data/pos-equality? literals)

t-closure (mgu/transitive-closure

(into {} (for [{:keys [left right]} (filter data/pos-equality? literals)]

[left right])))

closures (set (vals t-closure))

sigma (reduce (fn [sigma closure]

(let [minimal-term (first (sort data/lex-ordering closure))

theta (zipmap closure (repeat minimal-term))]

(merge sigma theta))) {} closures)

neg-eqs (map #(data/apply-substitution % sigma) (filter data/neg-equality? literals))]

(if (some #(= (:left %) (:right %)) neg-eqs)

(contradictory clause (format "equality implies contradictory negated equality in %s" (data/leancop-str clause)))

noop))))

;;; .......................................................................................

;;; REDUNDANT clauses .....................................................................

;;; .......................................................................................

(defrecord Isloated_Prediacates []

LocalRule

(candidate-clause-indexes [rule matrix]

(reduce-kv (fn [indexes label tables]

(let [pos (get tables true #{})

neg (get tables false #{})]

(cond (empty? pos) (set/union indexes neg)

(empty? neg) (set/union indexes pos)

:else indexes)))

#{} (:predicates matrix)))

(apply-local-rule [rule matrix {:keys [literals] :as clause}]

(redundant clause "clause can never be closed")))
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(defn glob-rew [matrix]

(let [neg-unit-clauses

(sort-by :index (filter (fn [{:keys [literals] :as c}] (= 1 (count literals)))

(vals

(select-keys (:index->clause matrix) (:neg-eqs matrix)))))]

(let [[m updates] (reduce (fn [[matrix history] {:keys [index literals] :as c}]

(let [{:keys [left right] :as e} (first literals)]

;; only ever rewrite ground terms!

(if (seq (data/variables e))

[matrix history]

(let [sub-left (set (data/subterms left))

sub-right (set (data/subterms right))

touched (fn [s] (disj (get-in matrix [:term->clause s] #{}) index))

explain (fn [s t]

(let [touched-str (apply str (interpose "," (touched s)))]

(format "removed cls %s at index %s and rw %s with %s in cl %s"

(data/leancop-str c)

index (data/leancop-str s) (data/leancop-str t) touched-str)))

new-matrix (data/delete-clause matrix index)]

(cond (and (empty? (touched left))

(empty? (touched right))) [matrix history]

(and (contains? sub-right left)

(empty? (touched right))) [matrix history]

(contains? sub-right left) [(data/apply-substitution new-matrix {right left})

(conj history (explain right left))]

(and (contains? sub-left right)

(empty? (touched left))) [matrix history]

(contains? sub-left right) [(data/apply-substitution new-matrix {left right})

(conj history (explain left right))]

(empty? (touched left)) [(data/apply-substitution new-matrix {right left})

(conj history (explain right left))]

(empty? (touched right)) [(data/apply-substitution new-matrix {left right})

(conj history (explain left right))]

:else [(data/apply-substitution new-matrix {left right})

(conj history (explain left right))])))))

[matrix []]

neg-unit-clauses)]

(if (empty? updates)

noop

(destructive m updates)))))

(defn rewrite-left-right [matrix]

(let [neg-unit-clauses

(sort-by :index (filter (fn [{:keys [literals] :as c}] (= 1 (count literals)))

(vals

(select-keys (:index->clause matrix) (:neg-eqs matrix)))))]

(let [[m updates] (reduce (fn [[matrix history] {:keys [index literals] :as c}]

(let [{:keys [left right] :as e} (first literals)]

;; only ever rewrite ground terms!

(if (seq (data/variables e))

[matrix history]

(let [sub-left (set (data/subterms left))

sub-right (set (data/subterms right))

touched (fn [s] (disj (get-in matrix [:term->clause s] #{}) index))

explain (fn [s t]

(let [touched-str (apply str (interpose "," (touched s)))]

(format "removed clause %s at index %s and rewrote %s with %s in clauses %s"

(data/leancop-str c)

index (data/leancop-str s) (data/leancop-str t) touched-str)))

new-matrix (data/delete-clause matrix index)]

[(data/apply-substitution new-matrix {left right})

(conj history (explain left right))]

))))

[matrix []]

neg-unit-clauses)]

(if (empty? updates)

noop

(destructive m updates)))))
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(defrecord Unit_Rewrite_Rule []

GlobalRule

(apply-global-rule [rule matrix] (glob-rew matrix)))

(defrecord Unit_Rewrite_Rule_Left_Right []

GlobalRule

(apply-global-rule [rule matrix] (rewrite-left-right matrix)))

;;; ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

;;; Running The Rules ------------------------------------------------------------------------

;;; ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(defn terminate-at [timeout]

(+ (System/currentTimeMillis) timeout))

(defn terminate? [terminates-at]

(> (System/currentTimeMillis)

terminates-at))

(defn run-local-reduction-rule

[{:keys [matrix history terminates-at] :as state} rule]

(if-let [candidates (seq (candidate-clause-indexes rule matrix))]

(reduce (fn [state clause-index]

(if (terminate? terminates-at)

(reduced (update state :history assoc :timeout true))

(let [current-matrix (:matrix state)

pre-clause (get-in current-matrix [:index->clause clause-index])

{:keys [noop clause explanation valid delete destructive]}

(apply-local-rule rule current-matrix pre-clause)

new-state

(cond noop state

delete (-> state

(update-in [:history :logs] conj {:rule (.getSimpleName (class rule))

:clause clause-index

:explanation explanation})

(update :history assoc :valid valid)

(update :matrix data/delete-clause clause-index))

:else (-> state

(update-in [:history :logs] conj {:rule (.getSimpleName (class rule))

:clause clause-index

:explanation explanation})

(update :history assoc :valid valid)

(update :matrix data/update-clause clause)))]

(assert (data/matrix? (:matrix new-state)))

(if valid

(reduced new-state)

new-state))))

state

candidates)

state))

(defn run-global-reduction-rule

[{:keys [matrix history terminates-at] :as state} rule]

(let [{:keys [noop matrix explanation valid invalid destructive]} (apply-global-rule rule

(with-meta matrix

{:terminates-at terminates-at}))]

(if noop

state

(-> state

(assoc :matrix matrix)

(update-in [:history :logs] conj {:rule (.getSimpleName (class rule)) :explanation explanation})

(update :history assoc :valid valid)

(update :history #(if (:destructive %) % (assoc % :destructive destructive)))

(update :history assoc :invalid invalid)))))
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(defn run-reduction-rule [{:keys [terminates-at matrix history] :as state} rule]

(cond (terminate? terminates-at) (update state :history assoc :timeout true)

(:valid history) state

(:invalid history) state

(satisfies? LocalRule rule) (run-local-reduction-rule state rule)

(satisfies? GlobalRule rule) (run-global-reduction-rule state rule)))

(defn run-reductions

([matrix rules] (run-reductions matrix rules {:timeout-ms 1000 :max-iterations 100}))

([matrix rules {:keys [timeout-ms max-iterations] :as opts}]

(let [terminates-at (terminate-at timeout-ms)]

(loop [previous-state {:terminates-at terminates-at :matrix matrix :history {:logs [] :iteration 0}}]

(cond (terminate? terminates-at) (update previous-state :history assoc :timeout true)

(= max-iterations (:iteration previous-state)) (update previous-state :history assoc :max-iterations true)

:else

(let [{:keys [matrix history] :as state} (reduce run-reduction-rule previous-state rules)]

(cond (:timeout history) state

(:valid history) state

(:invalid history) state

(= matrix (:matrix previous-state)) state

:else (recur (update-in state [:history :iteration] inc)))))))))

(defn reduce-matrix

"returns a posibly updated matrix with metadata that logs the actions performed"

([matrix rules] (reduce-matrix matrix rules 10000))

([matrix rules timeout-ms]

(if-not (data/matrix-contains-equality? matrix)

matrix

(let [result (run-reductions matrix rules

{:timeout-ms timeout-ms :max-iterations 100})]

(with-meta (:matrix result) (select-keys result [:history]))))))

(def safe-rules

[(->Empty_Clause)

(->Positive_Equality_MGU)

(->Contradictory_Predicates)

(->Contradictory_Negations)

(->Isloated_Prediacates)])

(def unsafe-rules

(conj safe-rules (->Unit_Rewrite_Rule)))

(def unsafe-left-right-rewrite

(conj safe-rules (->Unit_Rewrite_Rule_Left_Right)))

(defn unsafe-reduce-matrix

[matrix timeout]

(reduce-matrix matrix unsafe-rules timeout))

(defn only-unsafe-reduce-matrix

[matrix timeout]

(reduce-matrix matrix [(->Unit_Rewrite_Rule)] timeout))

(defn unsafe-reduce-matrix-left-right

[matrix timeout]

(reduce-matrix matrix unsafe-left-right-rewrite timeout))

(defn safe-reduce-matrix

[matrix timeout]

(reduce-matrix matrix safe-rules timeout))
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(ns clj-epicc.leancop

(:require [clojure.java.shell :as sh]

[clj-epicc.data :as data])

(:import [java.io

File

FileWriter

BufferedWriter]))

(defmulti get-env identity)

(defmethod get-env :default

[x] (System/getenv x))

(defn write-matrix! [out-path matrix]

(with-open [writer

(-> out-path

ˆFileWriter FileWriter.

ˆBufferedWriter BufferedWriter.)]

(.append writer (data/leancop-str matrix))))

(defn- call-leancop

[path timeout]

(let [prolog (get-env "PROLOG_PATH")

leancop (get-env "LEANCOP_PATH")]

(sh/sh leancop path "--prolog" prolog "-q" "--timeout" (str timeout))))

(defn check-path

"run leancop for max ‘timeout-seconds‘ on file located at ‘path‘.

only outputs ‘:theorem‘, ‘:non-theorem‘ or ‘:timeout‘"

[path timeout-seconds]

(let [start-ms (System/currentTimeMillis)

{:keys [out err] :as x} (call-leancop path timeout-seconds)

stop-ms (System/currentTimeMillis)

millis (float (/ (- stop-ms start-ms) 1000))]

(merge {:time (min timeout-seconds millis)}

(cond (re-find #"is a Theorem" out) {:result :theorem}

(re-find #"TIMEOUT" out) {:result :timeout}

:else {:result :non-theorem}))))

(defn check

[{:keys [matrix-id] :as matrix} timeout-seconds]

(if-not matrix

{:result :error :time timeout-seconds}

(let [tmp ˆFile (java.io.File/createTempFile matrix-id ".txt")

path (.getAbsolutePath tmp)]

(write-matrix! path matrix)

(let [result (check-path path timeout-seconds)]

(.delete tmp)

result))))
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(ns clj-epicc.core

(:require

[clj-epicc.insta-parser :as p]

[clj-epicc.rules :as r]

[clj-epicc.axioms :as ax]

[clj-epicc.modification-method :as mm]

[clj-epicc.leancop :as leancop])

(:gen-class))

(defn run-reductions! [input-file output-file reduction-fn]

(let [matrix (p/parse input-file)]

(println "Matrix parsed")

(if (not (or (seq (:pos-eqs matrix)) (seq (:neg-eqs matrix))))

(println "problem does not contain equality")

(let [red (reduction-fn matrix)]

(leancop/write-matrix! output-file red)

(println (format "file written to %s" output-file))))))

(def reduction-lookup

{:axioms (fn [m] (ax/add-axioms m))

:red (fn [m] (ax/add-axioms (r/unsafe-reduce-matrix m 1000)))

:red-lr (fn [m] (ax/add-axioms (r/unsafe-reduce-matrix-left-right m 1000)))

:mm (fn [m] (mm/modification-method m))})

(defn -main

[in-file out-file reduction-name & args]

(let [reduction-kw (keyword reduction-name)

reduction-function

(if-not (reduction-lookup reduction-kw)

(do (println (format "no reduction rule set called ’%s’. Switching to ‘:axioms‘" reduction-kw))

(get reduction-lookup :axioms))

(do (println (format "using reduction rule set ’%s’" reduction-kw))

(get reduction-lookup reduction-kw)))]

(run-reductions! in-file out-file reduction-function)

(System/exit 0)))
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(ns clj-epicc.insta-parser

(:require [clj-epicc.data :as data]

[instaparse.core :as insta]

[clojure.java.io :as io]))

;;; functions for building up a matrix using the ‘epicc.data‘ records.

(defn parse-term [var-fn [op label & args :as term]]

(case op

:variable (data/variable (var-fn label))

:constant (data/function label [])

:function (data/function label (mapv (partial parse-term var-fn) args))))

(defn parse-literal [var-fn [op & args :as literal]]

(case op

:not (data/negate (parse-literal var-fn (first args)))

:predicate (data/predicate (first args) (mapv (partial parse-term var-fn) (rest args)))

:equality (data/equality (parse-term var-fn (first args)) (parse-term var-fn (second args)))))

(defn parse-clause [index [op & literals :as clause]]

(let [vars (atom {})

var-index (atom 1)

var-fn (fn var-fn [label]

(if-let [x (get @vars label)]

x

(let [x-index @var-index

x (format "X_%s_%s" index x-index)]

(swap! var-index inc)

(swap! vars assoc label x)

x)))]

(data/clause index (set (map (partial parse-literal var-fn) literals)))))

(defn parse-matrix [[op id & clauses :as matrix]]

(data/matrix (second id) (set (map parse-clause (map inc (range)) clauses))))

(defn parse-with-grammar [grammar s]

(let [parser (insta/parser grammar :auto-whitespace :standard)]

(parse-matrix (insta/parse parser s :trace false))))

(defn parse [path]

(-> "leancopClause.grammar"

io/resource

(parse-with-grammar (slurp path))))
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The grammar used for parsing input files generated by leancop
matrix = <’cnf’> <’(’> id <’,’> <’conjecture’> <’,’> <’[’> (clause (<’,’> clause)*)* <’]’> <’)’> <’.’>

id = <’\’’> #’[a-zA-Z0-9\./\\\-\+]+’ <’\’’>

clause = <’[’> formula (<’,’> formula)* <’]’>

<formula> = not | predicate | equality

not = <’-(’> formula <’)’> | <’-’> formula

equality = term <’=’> term | <’(’> term <’=’> term <’)’>

<term> = variable | constant | function

predicate = #’[a-z][a-zA-Z0-9_]*’ <’(’> (term (<’,’> term)*)* <’)’> | #’[a-z][a-zA-Z0-9_]*’

constant = #’[a-zA-Z0-9][a-zA-Z0-9_]*’

function = #’[a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9_]*’ <’(’> term (<’,’> term)* <’)’>

variable = #’_[a-zA-Z0-9_]*’
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Haskell Implementation of EPICC
To ensure that the design pattern was as language agnostic as possible, the core

functionality of epicc was also implemented in Haskell.
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-- {-# OPTIONS -Wall #-}

module Main where

import Term (Term)

import qualified Term as T

import Literal (Literal)

import qualified Literal as L

import qualified Clause as C

import qualified Matrix as M

import qualified Parser as P

import qualified Rules as R

import qualified Unifiers as U

import qualified Display as D

import qualified Config as Config

import Data.ByteString.Char8 (ByteString)

import qualified Data.ByteString.Char8 as Char8

import Data.Map.Strict (Map)

import qualified Data.Map.Strict as Map

import Data.Set (Set)

import qualified Data.Set as Set

import qualified Data.List as List

import qualified System.Environment as Env

import qualified System.Directory as Dir

import qualified System.FilePath.Posix as Posix

import qualified Control.Monad as Monad

ensureArgs :: [FilePath] -> IO Bool

ensureArgs [intput_file, output_dir, config_file] = do

test1 <- (Dir.doesFileExist intput_file)

test2 <- (Dir.doesDirectoryExist output_dir)

test3 <- (Dir.doesFileExist config_file)

return (test1 && test2 && test3)

ensureArgs _ = return False

main :: IO ()

main =

do

args <- Env.getArgs

args_ok <- ensureArgs args

if args_ok

then parse_file (args !! 0) (args !! 1) (args !! 2)

else putStrLn "<path-to-input> <out-dir> <path-to-config>"

write_matrix :: FilePath -> R.State ByteString -> IO ()

write_matrix path state =

Char8.writeFile path (D.leancop_bytestring (R.matrix state))

write_info :: FilePath -> R.State ByteString -> IO ()

write_info path state =

Char8.writeFile path (Char8.pack (show (map (\x -> (R.action x)) (reverse (R.history state)))))

make_matrix_file_name :: FilePath -> R.State ByteString -> FilePath

make_matrix_file_name path state =

let name = path ++ (Posix.pathSeparator : (Char8.unpack (M.problem_name (R.matrix state)))) ++ ".cnf" in

name

make_info_file_name :: FilePath -> R.State ByteString -> FilePath

make_info_file_name path state =
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let name = path ++ (Posix.pathSeparator : (Char8.unpack (M.problem_name (R.matrix state)))) ++ ".log" in

name

parse_file :: FilePath -> FilePath -> FilePath -> IO ()

parse_file path output_dir config_path = do

s <- Char8.readFile path

cs <- Char8.readFile config_path

case (Config.parse_config_maybe cs) >>= (return . make_rule_config) of

Nothing -> print "invalid config"

Just cf -> case (P.parse s) of

Left e -> print (show e)

Right m -> case (R.reduce_matrix cf m) of

Left xs ->

(write_matrix (make_matrix_file_name output_dir xs) xs) >>

(write_info (make_info_file_name output_dir xs) xs)

Right xs ->

(write_matrix (make_matrix_file_name output_dir xs) xs) >>

(write_info (make_info_file_name output_dir xs) xs)

var_label_fn :: Show a => a -> ByteString

var_label_fn i = Char8.pack ("_X" ++ (show i))

empty_matrix_is_invalid :: (Ord a) => R.Rule a

empty_matrix_is_invalid =

R.Global { R.name = "empty matrix is invalid"

, R.is_complete = True

, R.run_global = \m ->

if M.is_empty m then R.Invalid "empty matrix"

else R.Noop

}

isolated_predicates :: (Ord a) => R.Rule a

isolated_predicates =

R.Local { R.name = "isolated predicates"

, R.is_complete = True

, R.candidates = \m ->

let candiate_set =

Map.foldl (\acc (pos_clauses, neg_clauses) ->

case (Set.null pos_clauses, Set.null neg_clauses) of

(True, False) -> Set.union acc neg_clauses

(False, True) -> Set.union acc pos_clauses

_ -> acc) Set.empty (M.predicates m)

in Set.toList candiate_set

, R.run_local = \_ c -> R.DeleteClause "Isolated clause" c

}

empty_clause_is_valid :: (Ord a) => R.Rule a

empty_clause_is_valid =

R.Local { R.name = "empty clause is valid"

, R.is_complete = True

, R.candidates = \m -> M.indexes_satisfying C.is_empty m

, R.run_local = \_ c -> R.SatClause "empty clause is valid" c

}

mgu_for_positive_equality_clause :: (Ord a) => R.Rule a

mgu_for_positive_equality_clause =

R.Local { R.name = "clause that only contains positive equality"
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, R.is_complete = True

, R.candidates = \m -> Set.toList $ M.pos_eq_clauses m

, R.run_local = \_ c ->

if not $ C.every_literal L.is_pos_equality c

then R.Noop

else case U.mgu (L.pairs (\pair -> [pair]) c) of

Nothing -> R.Noop

Just _ -> R.SatClause "mgu for clause that only contains positive equality" c

}

contradictory_negations :: R.Rule ByteString

contradictory_negations =

R.Local { R.name = "contradictory negations"

, R.is_complete = True

, R.candidates = \m -> Set.toList $ Set.intersection (M.pos_eq_clauses m) (M.neg_eq_clauses m)

, R.run_local = \_ c ->

let pos_eqs = (L.literals_satisfying L.is_pos_equality pure c) :: [Literal ByteString]

neg_eqs = (L.literals_satisfying L.is_neg_equality pure c) :: [Literal ByteString]

t_closure = U.transitive_closure (map (\t -> (L.left t, L.right t)) pos_eqs)

is_equiv l = U.equiv_under_eq_closure t_closure (L.left l) (L.right l)

in if any is_equiv neg_eqs

then R.DeleteClause "equalities can not both be true and false" c

else R.Noop

}

contradictory_predicates :: R.Rule ByteString

contradictory_predicates =

R.Local { R.name = "contradictory predicates"

, R.is_complete = True

, R.candidates = \m ->

Set.toList $

Map.foldl (\acc (pos_indexes,neg_indexes) ->

Set.union acc (Set.intersection pos_indexes neg_indexes)) Set.empty (M.predicates m)

, R.run_local = \_ c ->

let pos_eqs = (L.literals_satisfying L.is_pos_equality pure c) :: [Literal ByteString]

t_closure = U.transitive_closure (map (\t -> (L.left t, L.right t)) pos_eqs)

pred_as_fn p = T.make_function (L.label p) (L.args p)

pos_preds = (L.literals_satisfying L.is_pos_predicate Set.singleton c)

neg_preds = (L.literals_satisfying L.is_neg_predicate Set.singleton c)

pos_pred_fns = Set.map (\p -> (pred_as_fn p) ‘U.rewrite_under_closure‘ t_closure) pos_preds

neg_pred_fns = Set.map (\p -> (pred_as_fn p) ‘U.rewrite_under_closure‘ t_closure) neg_preds

in if not (Set.null (Set.intersection pos_pred_fns neg_pred_fns))

then R.DeleteClause "positive equalities imply contradictory predicates" c

else R.Noop

}
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rewrite_neagted_unit_clauses :: R.Rule ByteString

rewrite_neagted_unit_clauses =

R.Local { R.name = "negation unit clauses may be rewritten if we sacrifice completeness"

, R.is_complete = False

, R.candidates = \m -> Set.toList $ M.neg_eq_clauses m

, R.run_local = \_ c ->

if not $ (C.is_unit c)

then R.Noop

else case (C.min_literal c) >>= L.as_pair of

Nothing -> R.Error "Internal error : should be a negated equality!"

Just (s,t) ->

if s == t then

R.Noop

else

let s_vars = (T.variables Set.singleton s) :: Set (Term ByteString)

t_vars = (T.variables Set.singleton t) :: Set (Term ByteString)

in if not $ Set.null (Set.union s_vars t_vars)

then R.Noop

else

if (T.is_subterm s t) then

R.RewriteGlobal "rewrite right left" c [(t,s)]

else R.RewriteGlobal "rewrite left right" c [(s,t)]

}

add_axioms :: R.Rule ByteString

add_axioms =

R.Global { R.name = "add axioms of equality"

, R.is_complete = True

, R.run_global = \m ->

let xs = Set.union (M.pos_eq_clauses m) (M.neg_eq_clauses m)

var_label_fn i = Char8.pack ("_X" ++ (show i))

in if Set.null xs

then R.Noop

else R.AddAxioms var_label_fn

}

rules :: Map String (R.Rule ByteString)

rules = Map.fromList [("empty_matrix_is_invalid", empty_matrix_is_invalid),

("isolated_predicates", isolated_predicates),

("contradictory_predicates", contradictory_predicates),

("empty_clause_is_valid", empty_clause_is_valid),

("mgu_for_positive_equality_clause", mgu_for_positive_equality_clause),

("contradictory_negations", contradictory_negations),

("rewrite_neagted_unit_clauses", rewrite_neagted_unit_clauses),

("add_axioms", add_axioms)]

make_rule_config config =

let main_rules = foldl (\acc r ->

case Map.lookup r rules of

Nothing -> acc

Just rl -> rl : acc) [] (Config.rules config)

post_rules = foldl (\acc r ->

case Map.lookup r rules of

Nothing -> acc

Just rl -> rl : acc) [] (Config.post config)

in R.Config { R.rules = main_rules, R.post = post_rules }
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{-# OPTIONS -Wall #-}

{-# LANGUAGE UnicodeSyntax #-}

module Axioms ( reflexivity

, symmetry

, transitivity

, function

, predicate ) where

import Term (Term)

import qualified Term as T

import Literal (Literal)

import qualified Literal as L

(===) :: Term a -> Term a -> Literal a

(===) a b = L.make_equality a b True

(=/=) :: Term a -> Term a -> Literal a

(=/=) a b = L.make_equality a b False

-- first argument to all of these functions is a list that contains

-- enough unique variables... expected to be infinite lists

reflexivity :: [Term a] -> [Literal a]

reflexivity vars = [x =/= x]

where x = head vars

symmetry :: [Term a] -> [Literal a]

symmetry vars = [x1 === x2 , x2 =/= x1]

where [x1, x2] = take 2 vars

transitivity :: [Term a] -> [Literal a]

transitivity vars = [x1 =/= x3 , x1 === x2 , x2 === x3]

where [x1, x2, x3] = take 3 vars

function :: [Term a] -> a -> Int -> [Literal a]

function vars label arity = (f1 =/= f2) : (zipWith (===) xs ys)

where (xs, vars’) = splitAt arity vars

(ys, _) = splitAt arity vars’

f1 = T.make_function label xs

f2 = T.make_function label ys

predicate :: [Term a] -> a -> Int -> [Literal a]

predicate vars label arity = p1 : p2 : (zipWith (===) xs ys)

where (xs, vars’) = splitAt arity vars

(ys, _) = splitAt arity vars’

p1 = L.make_predicate label xs True

p2 = L.make_predicate label ys False
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module Clause ( Clause (..)

, empty

, size

, from_list

, every_literal

, is_empty

, is_unit

, literal_list

, minView

, min_literal

, unsafe_min_literal

, some_literal ) where

import Data.Set (Set)

import qualified Data.Set as Set

import qualified Data.List as List

-- EPICC imports

import Term (Term)

import qualified Term as T

import Literal (Literal)

import qualified Literal as L

-- by using maybe on the clause index it allows us to generate clauses

-- without indexing knowledge of the matrix.

-- if index is Nothing then the clause does not belong to the matrix

data Clause a = Clause { index :: Int

, literals :: Set (Literal a) }

deriving (Eq, Ord)

instance (Show a) => Show (Clause a) where

show (Clause _ args) =

let literals_str = List.intersperse ", " (map show (Set.toList args))

in concat ["[" , concat literals_str , "]"]

empty :: Int -> Clause a

empty i = Clause i Set.empty

is_empty :: Clause a -> Bool

is_empty c = Set.null (literals c)

is_unit :: Clause a -> Bool

is_unit c = (size c) == 1

size :: Clause a -> Int

size clause = length (literals clause)

minView :: Clause a -> Maybe (Literal a, Clause a)

minView clause =

Set.minView (literals clause) >>=

(\(l, lits) -> return (l, clause { literals = lits }))

min_literal :: Clause a -> Maybe (Literal a)

min_literal clause =

minView clause >>= (return . fst)

unsafe_min_literal clause =

case min_literal clause of

Just l -> l

from_list :: (Ord a) => Int -> [Literal a] -> Clause a

from_list i xs = Clause i (Set.fromList xs)

every_literal :: (Literal a -> Bool) -> Clause a -> Bool

every_literal pred clause = all pred (literals clause)
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some_literal :: (Literal a -> Bool) -> Clause a -> Bool

some_literal pred clause = any pred (literals clause)

literal_list :: (Ord a) => Clause a -> [Literal a]

literal_list clause = Set.toList (literals clause)

instance T.TermContainer Clause where

terms_satisfying pred singleton clause =

mconcat (map (T.terms_satisfying pred singleton) (Set.toList (literals clause)))

substitute sigma clause =

clause { literals = Set.map (T.substitute sigma) (literals clause) }

instance L.LiteralContainer Clause where

literals_satisfying pred singleton clause =

mconcat (map (L.literals_satisfying pred singleton) (Set.toList (literals clause)))
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module Matrix ( Matrix (..)

, empty

, from_list

, size

, is_empty

, insert_literals

, insert_clause

, delete_clause_by_index

, update_clause

, select_clause

, select_clauses

, indexes_satisfying

, add_base_axioms

, add_function_axioms

, add_predicate_axioms

, add_axioms

) where

import Data.Map.Strict (Map)

import qualified Data.Map.Strict as Map

import Data.Set (Set)

import qualified Data.Set as Set

-- EPICC imports

import Term (Term)

import qualified Term as T

import Literal (Literal)

import qualified Literal as L

import Clause (Clause)

import qualified Clause as C

import qualified Axioms as A

data Matrix a = Matrix { problem_name :: a

, index_to_clause :: Map Int (Clause a)

, term_indexes :: Map (Term a) (Set Int)

, pos_eq_clauses :: Set Int

, neg_eq_clauses :: Set Int

, predicates :: Map (a,Int) (Set Int, Set Int)

} deriving (Show, Eq, Ord)

empty problem_name = Matrix { problem_name = problem_name

, index_to_clause = Map.empty

, term_indexes = Map.empty

, pos_eq_clauses = Set.empty

, neg_eq_clauses = Set.empty

, predicates = Map.empty

}

size :: Matrix a -> Int

size m = length (index_to_clause m)

is_empty m = (size m) == 0

vals :: Map.Map a b -> [b]

vals mp = map snd $ Map.toList mp

instance T.TermContainer Matrix where

terms_satisfying pred singleton matrix =

mconcat (map (T.terms_satisfying pred singleton)

(vals (index_to_clause matrix)))

substitute sigma matrix =

let domain = map fst sigma

clauses_to_update =

Set.unions (map (\t -> Map.findWithDefault (Set.empty) t (term_indexes matrix)) domain)

in Set.foldl (\mtrx index ->

case Map.lookup index (index_to_clause mtrx) of
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Nothing -> mtrx -- should never happen

Just c -> let updated_clause = T.substitute sigma c in

update_clause mtrx updated_clause) matrix clauses_to_update

instance L.LiteralContainer Matrix where

literals_satisfying pred singleton matrix =

mconcat (map (L.literals_satisfying pred singleton) (vals (index_to_clause matrix)))

from_list :: (Foldable t, Ord a) => a -> t [Literal a] -> Matrix a

from_list problem_name clauses = foldl (\m c -> insert_literals m c) (empty problem_name) clauses

-- adjusting and updating the matrix

-- the next clause in indexed in monotonically increasing order

next_clause_index m

| length (index_to_clause m) == 0 = 1

| otherwise = 1 + Set.findMax ( Map.keysSet ( index_to_clause m ) )

insert_literals :: Ord a => Matrix a -> [Literal a] -> Matrix a

insert_literals m literals = insert_clause m (C.from_list i literals)

where i = next_clause_index m

add_predicates pred_map clause =

let preds = L.literals_satisfying L.is_predicate Set.singleton clause

key_sign_pairs = Set.map (\l -> ((L.label l, L.arity l), L.sign l)) preds

index = C.index clause

make_pair_set sign = (if sign

then (Set.singleton index, Set.empty)

else (Set.empty, Set.singleton index))

insert_f (new_xs,new_ys) (old_xs,old_ys) = (Set.union new_xs old_xs, Set.union new_ys old_ys)

in Set.foldl (\p_map (k,sgn) -> Map.insertWith insert_f k (make_pair_set sgn) p_map) pred_map key_sign_pairs

delete_predicates pred_map clause =

let index = C.index clause

preds = L.literals_satisfying L.is_predicate Set.singleton clause

keys = Set.map (\l -> (L.label l, L.arity l)) preds

in Set.foldl (\p_map k -> Map.update (\(xs,ys) ->

let xs’ = Set.delete index xs

ys’ = Set.delete index ys

in if (Set.null xs’) && (Set.null ys’)

then Nothing

else Just (xs’, ys’)) k p_map) pred_map keys

insert_clause :: (Ord a) => Matrix a -> Clause a -> Matrix a

insert_clause m clause = m { index_to_clause = Map.insert i clause (index_to_clause m)

, term_indexes = Map.unionWith Set.union (term_indexes m) g

, pos_eq_clauses = if C.some_literal L.is_pos_equality clause

then Set.insert (C.index clause) (pos_eq_clauses m)

else (pos_eq_clauses m)

, neg_eq_clauses = if C.some_literal L.is_neg_equality clause

then Set.insert (C.index clause) (neg_eq_clauses m)

else (neg_eq_clauses m)

, predicates = add_predicates (predicates m) clause

}

where i = (C.index clause)

-- extract all ground terms from the clause as a set to avoid duplicates

-- could use a list as it goes into a map, but anyway doesn’t really matter

gts = T.ground_terms Set.singleton clause

g = Map.fromList $ Set.toList $ Set.map (\t -> (t, Set.singleton i)) gts

update_many :: (Ord k, Foldable f) => (a -> Maybe a) -> f k -> Map k a -> Map k a

update_many f keys m =

foldl (\acc k -> Map.update f k acc) m keys

delete_clause_by_index m i =

case Map.lookup i (index_to_clause m) of
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Nothing -> m

Just clause ->

let clause_ground_terms = T.ground_terms Set.singleton clause

ground_terms = T.ground_terms Set.singleton clause

remove_index indexes = let xs = Set.delete i indexes in

case Set.null xs of

True -> Nothing

False -> Just xs

in m { index_to_clause = Map.delete i (index_to_clause m)

, term_indexes = update_many remove_index ground_terms (term_indexes m)

, pos_eq_clauses = Set.delete (C.index clause) (pos_eq_clauses m)

, neg_eq_clauses = Set.delete (C.index clause) (neg_eq_clauses m)

, predicates = delete_predicates (predicates m) clause }

update_clause :: (Ord a) => Matrix a -> Clause a -> Matrix a

update_clause matrix updated_clause =

let matrix’ = delete_clause_by_index matrix (C.index updated_clause) in

insert_clause matrix’ updated_clause

select_clause :: Matrix a -> Int -> Maybe (Clause a)

select_clause m i = Map.lookup i (index_to_clause m)

select_clauses :: Matrix a -> [Int] -> [Clause a]

select_clauses m [] = []

select_clauses m (i:xs) =

case Map.lookup i (index_to_clause m) of

Nothing -> select_clauses m xs

Just c -> c : (select_clauses m xs)

indexes_satisfying :: (Clause a -> Bool) -> Matrix a -> [Int]

indexes_satisfying pred matrix =

Map.foldl’ (\indexes clause ->

if pred clause

then (C.index clause) : indexes

else indexes) [] (index_to_clause matrix)

add_base_axioms :: Ord a => (Int -> a) -> Matrix a -> Matrix a

add_base_axioms f m =

let

vars = map (\i -> T.make_variable (f i)) ([1..] :: [Int])

in foldl (\m1 xs -> insert_literals m1 xs) m [A.reflexivity vars, A.symmetry vars, A.transitivity vars]

add_function_axioms :: Ord a => (Int -> a) -> Matrix a -> Matrix a

add_function_axioms f m =

let

vars = map (\i -> T.make_variable (f i)) ([1..] :: [Int])

funs = T.terms_satisfying (\t -> T.is_function t && not (T.is_constant t)) Set.singleton m

fun_labels_with_arity = Set.toList $ Set.map (\t -> (T.label t, T.arity t)) funs

literal_lists = map (\(lbl, n) -> A.function vars lbl n) fun_labels_with_arity

in foldl (\m1 xs -> insert_literals m1 xs) m literal_lists

add_predicate_axioms :: Ord a => (Int -> a) -> Matrix a -> Matrix a

add_predicate_axioms f m =

let

vars = map (\i -> T.make_variable (f i)) ([1..] :: [Int])

preds = L.literals_satisfying L.is_predicate Set.singleton m

pred_labels_with_arity = Set.toList $ Set.map (\l -> (L.label l, L.arity l)) preds

literal_lists = map (\(lbl, n) -> A.predicate vars lbl n) pred_labels_with_arity

in foldl (\m1 xs -> insert_literals m1 xs) m literal_lists

add_axioms :: Ord a => (Int -> a) -> Matrix a -> Matrix a

add_axioms f =

(add_predicate_axioms f) .

(add_function_axioms f) .

(add_base_axioms f)
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module Term ( Term (..)

, TermContainer (..)

, (<|)

, make_variable

, make_function

, arity

, is_variable

, is_function

, is_constant

, is_subterm

, is_ground

, structually_equiv

, variables

, constants

, ground_terms

, non_constant_functions

, subterms ) where

import qualified Data.List as List

import qualified Data.Set as Set

import qualified Data.Maybe as Maybe

data Term a = Variable { label :: a }

| Function { label :: a, args :: [Term a] } deriving (Eq, Ord)

sq :: String -> String

sq s@[c] = s

sq (’"’:s) | last s == ’"’ = init s

| otherwise = s

sq (’\’’:s) | last s == ’\’’ = init s

| otherwise = s

sq s = s

instance (Show a) => Show (Term a) where

show (Variable label) = sq (show label)

show (Function label args) =

if null args then sq (show label)

else let sargs = concat $ List.intersperse ", " (map show args)

in concat [sq (show label), "(", sargs, ")"]

make_variable :: a -> Term a

make_variable label = Variable label

make_function :: a -> [Term a] -> Term a

make_function label args = Function label args

arity :: Term a -> Int

arity (Variable _) = 0

arity (Function _ args) = length args

-- working with the labels

instance Functor Term where

fmap f (Variable x) = Variable $ f x

fmap f (Function t xs) = Function (f t) (map (fmap f) xs)

instance Foldable Term where

foldMap f (Variable x) = f x

foldMap f (Function x xs) = (f x) <> (mconcat (map (foldMap f) xs))

-- working with the terms

class TermContainer f where

terms_satisfying :: Monoid b => (Term a -> Bool) -> (Term a -> b) -> f a -> b

substitute :: (Eq a, Ord a) => [(Term a, Term a)] -> f a -> f a
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(<|) :: (TermContainer f, Eq a, Ord a) => f a -> [(Term a, Term a)] -> f a

(<|) s sigma = substitute sigma s

instance TermContainer Term where

terms_satisfying pred singleton t =

case t of

Variable _ -> m

Function _ xs ->

List.foldl’ (\terms x -> (terms_satisfying pred singleton x) <> terms) m xs

where m = if pred t then singleton t else mempty

substitute sigma x@(Variable _) = Maybe.fromMaybe x (lookup x sigma)

substitute sigma f@(Function _ xs) =

Maybe.fromMaybe (f { args = map (substitute sigma) (args f) }) (lookup f sigma)

-- predicates

is_variable :: Term a -> Bool

is_variable (Variable _) = True

is_variable _ = False

is_constant :: Term a -> Bool

is_constant (Function _ []) = True

is_constant _ = False

is_function :: Term a -> Bool

is_function (Function _ _) = True

is_function _ = False

is_non_constant_function :: Term a -> Bool

is_non_constant_function (Function _ xs) = not (null xs)

is_non_constant_function _ = False

is_ground :: Term a -> Bool

is_ground (Variable _) = False

is_ground (Function _ args) = all is_ground args

is_subterm :: (Eq a) => Term a -> Term a -> Bool

is_subterm s t =

(s == t) || (case t of

Variable _ -> False

(Function _ xs) -> any (is_subterm s) xs)

structually_equiv :: Eq a => Term a -> Term a -> Bool

structually_equiv s t = (label s) == (label t) && (arity s) == (arity t)

-- collecting by predicates

variables :: (TermContainer f, Monoid b) => (Term a -> b) -> f a -> b

variables = terms_satisfying is_variable

constants :: (TermContainer f, Monoid b) => (Term a -> b) -> f a -> b

constants = terms_satisfying is_constant

non_constant_functions :: (TermContainer f, Monoid b) => (Term a -> b) -> f a -> b

non_constant_functions = terms_satisfying is_non_constant_function

ground_terms :: (TermContainer f, Monoid b) => (Term a -> b) -> f a -> b

ground_terms = terms_satisfying is_ground

subterms :: (TermContainer f, Monoid b) => (Term a -> b) -> f a -> b

subterms = terms_satisfying (const True)
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module Sigma () where

import Data.Map.Strict (Map)

import qualified Data.Map.Strict as Map

class Substitutable a where

sub :: a -> (Map a a) -> a
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{-# LANGUAGE UnicodeSyntax #-}

{-# OPTIONS -Wall #-}

module Unifiers (mgu, transitive_closure, equiv_under_closure, equiv_under_eq_closure, rewrite_under_closure) where

import Term ((<|), Term)

import qualified Term as T

import Data.Map.Strict (Map)

import qualified Data.Map.Strict as Map

import Data.Set (Set)

import qualified Data.Set as Set

import Data.Foldable as Foldable

import Control.Applicative ((<**>))

mgu :: (Foldable t, Ord a) => t (Term a, Term a) -> Maybe [(Term a, Term a)]

mgu xs = (mgu_iterate Set.empty pair_set) >>=

(\ys -> if ys == pair_set

then return $ Set.toList ys

else mgu $ Set.toList ys)

where pair_set = Set.fromList (Foldable.toList xs)

mgu_iterate seen pending =

case Set.minView pending of

Nothing -> Just seen

Just ((s,t), others) ->

case (T.is_variable s, T.is_variable t) of

(True, True) -> if s == t

then mgu_iterate seen others

else mgu_iterate (Set.insert (s,t) seen) others

(False, True) -> mgu_iterate seen (Set.insert (t,s) others)

(True, False) -> if (T.is_subterm s t)

then Nothing

else let sigma = [(s,t)]

seen’ = Set.map (\(x,y) -> (x <| sigma, y <| sigma)) seen

others’ = Set.map (\(x,y) -> (x <| sigma, y <| sigma)) others

in mgu_iterate (Set.insert (s,t) seen’) others’

(False, False) -> if not $ T.structually_equiv s t

then Nothing

else let new_pairs = Set.fromList $ zip (T.args s) (T.args t)

in mgu_iterate seen $ Set.union others new_pairs

reflexiveSymmetricClosure

:: (Foldable t, Ord a) => t (a, a) -> Map a (Set a)

reflexiveSymmetricClosure pairs =

foldr (\(s,t) closure ->

let xs = Set.fromList [s,t] in

(Map.insertWith Set.union t xs) .

(Map.insertWith Set.union s xs) $ closure) (Map.empty) pairs

collect :: Ord a => Map a (Set a) -> Set a -> Set a -> Set a

collect refl_symm keys collected =

case Set.minView keys of

Nothing -> collected

Just (k, remaining_keys) ->

let symmetric = Set.delete k (Map.findWithDefault Set.empty k refl_symm)

unseen = Set.difference symmetric collected

in collect refl_symm (Set.union remaining_keys unseen) (Set.insert k collected)
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transitive_closure :: (Foldable t, Ord a) => t (a, a) -> Map a (Set a)

transitive_closure pairs =

let refl_symm = reflexiveSymmetricClosure pairs

keys = Map.keysSet refl_symm

in tranny refl_symm Map.empty keys

where tranny refl_symm closure keys =

case Set.minView keys of

Nothing ->

-- if there are no remaning keys then the closure is complete.

closure

Just (k, remaining_keys) ->

-- we now need to traverse the symmetric closure finding

-- the set REACHABLE of all reachable keys from k.

-- every elem in REAACHABLE reaaches k and every other element.

-- this means that we REMOVE the reachable keys from the

-- remaining keys.

let k_closure = collect refl_symm (Set.singleton k) Set.empty

k_map = Map.fromList $ map (\x -> (x, k_closure)) $ Set.toList k_closure

in tranny refl_symm (Map.union closure k_map) (Set.difference remaining_keys k_closure)

equiv_under_closure :: (Ord k, Eq a) => Map k a -> k -> k -> Maybe Bool

equiv_under_closure closure s t =

(Map.lookup s closure) <**> (pure (==)) <*> (Map.lookup t closure)

equiv_under_eq_closure ::

(Ord k, Eq a) => Map k a -> k -> k -> Bool

equiv_under_eq_closure closure s t =

if s == t then True

else case (Map.lookup s closure) <**> (pure (==)) <*> (Map.lookup t closure) of

Nothing -> False

Just x -> x

rewrite_under_closure :: (T.TermContainer f, Ord a) => f a -> Map (Term a) (Set (Term a)) -> f a

rewrite_under_closure s closure = s <| sigma

where sigma = Map.toList $ Map.map Set.findMin closure
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module Display ( Leancop (..)

, leancop_bytestring) where

import Data.ByteString.Char8 (ByteString)

import qualified Data.ByteString.Char8 as Char8

import qualified Data.List as List

import qualified Data.Set as Set

import qualified Data.Map.Strict as Map

import Term (Term(..))

import Literal (Literal(..))

import Clause (Clause(..))

import Matrix (Matrix(..))

import qualified Matrix as M

class Leancop f where

leancop :: (t -> ByteString) -> f t -> ByteString

instance Leancop Term where

leancop f (Variable label) = f label

leancop f (Function label args) =

if null args then f label

else let sargs = Char8.concat $ List.intersperse (Char8.pack ", ") (map (leancop f) args)

in Char8.concat [f label, Char8.pack "(", sargs, Char8.pack ")"]

instance Leancop Literal where

leancop f (Equality l r sign) =

let eq_string = Char8.concat [leancop f l, Char8.pack " = ", leancop f r] in

if sign then eq_string else Char8.concat [Char8.pack "-(", eq_string, Char8.pack ")"]

leancop f (Predicate label args sign) =

let sargs = List.intersperse (Char8.pack ", ") (map (leancop f) args)

pred_string = Char8.concat [f label, Char8.pack "(", (Char8.concat sargs), Char8.pack ")"] in

if sign then pred_string else Char8.concat [Char8.pack "-(", pred_string, Char8.pack ")"]

instance Leancop Clause where

leancop f (Clause _ args) =

let literals_str = List.intersperse (Char8.pack ", ") (map (leancop f) (Set.toList args))

in Char8.concat [Char8.pack "[" , Char8.concat literals_str , Char8.pack "]"]

instance Leancop Matrix where

leancop f m =

let clauses = map snd $ Map.toList (M.index_to_clause m)

clause_str = List.intersperse (Char8.pack ", ") (map (leancop f) clauses)

in Char8.concat [Char8.pack "cnf(\’", f (M.problem_name m), Char8.pack "\’,conjecture,", Char8.pack "[" , Char8.concat clause_str , Char8.pack "])."]

leancop_bytestring :: Leancop f => f ByteString -> ByteString

leancop_bytestring = leancop id
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module Parser (parse) where

import Data.ByteString.Char8 (ByteString)

import qualified Data.ByteString.Char8 as Char8

import qualified Data.Char as Char

import qualified Data.Maybe as Maybe

import qualified Data.Either as Either

import qualified Text.Printf as Printf

import Term (Term)

import qualified Term as T

import Literal (Literal)

import qualified Literal as L

import Clause (Clause)

import qualified Clause as C

import Matrix (Matrix)

import qualified Matrix as M

non_label_char :: Char -> Bool

non_label_char c =

(Char.isSpace c) ||

case c of

’(’ -> True

’)’ -> True

’,’ -> True

’[’ -> True

’]’ -> True

’-’ -> True

’=’ -> True

_ -> False

type ParseState = (Int, ByteString)

new_parse_state s = (0, s)

type ErrorState = (Int, String)

set_index :: ParseState -> Int -> ParseState

set_index (_, s) i = (i, s)

current_index :: ParseState -> Int

current_index (i,_) = i

get_string :: ParseState -> Char8.ByteString

get_string (i, s) = s

increment :: ParseState -> Either ErrorState ParseState

increment (i, s) = if (Char8.length s) == j

then Left (i, "EOF while incrmenting index")

else Right (j, s)

where j = i + 1

make_state :: ByteString -> Either ErrorState ParseState

make_state x = Right (0, x)

substring :: ByteString -> Int -> Int -> ByteString

substring s start end =

let l = end - start

in Char8.copy (Char8.take l (Char8.drop start s))

first_example_of :: (Char -> Bool) -> ParseState -> Either ErrorState (Int, Char)

first_example_of pred (start_index,s) = f s start_index

where limit = (Char8.length s)

f s i

| i == limit = Left (i, "EOF")

| otherwise =

let c = Char8.index s i

in if pred c then Right (i, c) else f s (i + 1)
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move_to_next_example_of

:: (Char -> Bool) -> ParseState -> Either ErrorState ParseState

move_to_next_example_of pred parse_state =

(first_example_of pred parse_state) >>=

(\(index, _) -> return $ set_index parse_state index)

index_of :: Char -> ParseState -> Either ErrorState Int

index_of c parse_state = fmap fst $ first_example_of ((==) c) parse_state

move_to_next_non_label_char :: ParseState -> Either ErrorState ParseState

move_to_next_non_label_char parse_state =

move_to_next_example_of non_label_char parse_state

consume_whitespace :: ParseState -> Either ErrorState ParseState

consume_whitespace parse_state =

move_to_next_example_of (not . Char.isSpace) parse_state

char_at_point :: ParseState -> Either ErrorState Char

char_at_point (i, s) =

if i < (Char8.length s) then Right (Char8.index s i) else Left (i, "EOF")

consume_char :: Char -> ParseState -> Either ErrorState ParseState

consume_char c state =

(char_at_point state) >>=

(\char -> if char /= c

then Left (current_index state, Printf.printf "expecting %c but got %c" c char)

else increment state)

parse_label :: ParseState -> Either ErrorState (ByteString, ParseState)

parse_label parse_state =

(consume_whitespace parse_state) >>=

(\state1 ->

(char_at_point state1) >>=

(\char ->

if non_label_char char

then Left (current_index state1, Printf.printf "expecting a label char but got %c in parse_label" char)

else (move_to_next_non_label_char state1) >>=

(\state2 ->

let i = (current_index state1)

j = (current_index state2)

in if i == j

then Left (i, "expected label but string was empty")

else return (substring (get_string parse_state) i j, state2))))

label_to_constant_or_variable :: ByteString -> Term ByteString

label_to_constant_or_variable label =

case Char8.index label 0 of

’_’ -> T.make_variable label

c -> if (Char.isUpper c)

then T.make_variable label

else T.make_function label []

-- term parsing

parse_term :: ParseState -> Either ErrorState (Term ByteString, ParseState)

parse_term state =

(parse_label state) >>=

(\(label, state) ->

(consume_whitespace state) >>=

(\state ->

(char_at_point state) >>=

(\char -> case char of

’,’ -> return (label_to_constant_or_variable label, state)

’]’ -> return (label_to_constant_or_variable label, state)

’)’ -> return (label_to_constant_or_variable label, state)

’=’ -> return (label_to_constant_or_variable label, state)

’(’ -> parse_function state label

_ -> Left (current_index state, "error parsing term"))))
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parse_function :: ParseState -> ByteString -> Either ErrorState (Term ByteString, ParseState)

parse_function state label =

(parse_term_tuple state) >>=

(\(terms, state) ->

return (T.make_function label terms, state))

parse_term_tuple :: ParseState -> Either ErrorState ([Term ByteString], ParseState)

parse_term_tuple state =

pure state >>=

(consume_char ’(’) >>=

(parse_term_tuple_inner [])

where parse_term_tuple_inner terms state =

(consume_whitespace state) >>=

(\state ->

(char_at_point state) >>=

(\char -> case char of

’)’ -> (increment state) >>= (\state -> return (reverse terms, state))

’,’ -> (increment state) >>= (\state -> parse_term_tuple_inner terms state)

_ -> (parse_term state) >>= (\(term, state) ->

parse_term_tuple_inner (term : terms) state)))

-- -- -- literal parsing

parse_literal :: ParseState -> Either ErrorState (Literal ByteString, ParseState)

parse_literal state =

(consume_whitespace state) >>=

(\state ->

(char_at_point state) >>=

(\char ->

case char of

’-’ -> parse_negation state

_ -> parse_pred_or_eq state))

parse_negation :: ParseState -> Either ErrorState (Literal ByteString, ParseState)

parse_negation state =

pure state >>=

(consume_char ’-’) >>=

consume_whitespace >>=

(consume_char ’(’) >>=

parse_literal >>=

(\(literal, state) ->

(consume_whitespace state) >>=

(consume_char ’)’) >>=

(\state -> return (L.negate_literal literal, state)))

parse_pred_or_eq state =

pure state >>=

consume_whitespace >>=

(\state -> (char_at_point state) >>=

(\char -> if char == ’(’

then (consume_char ’(’ state) >>=

parse_literal >>=

(\(literal, state) -> (consume_whitespace state) >>=

(consume_char ’)’) >>=

(\state -> return (literal, state)))

else

if non_label_char char

then Left (current_index state, Printf.printf "expecting label char but got %c\n" char)

else (parse_term state) >>=

(\(term, state) ->

(consume_whitespace state) >>=

(\state -> (char_at_point state) >>=

(\char -> if char == ’=’

then (consume_char ’=’ state) >>=

parse_term >>=

(\(term2, state) -> return (L.make_equality term term2 True, state))

else return (L.make_predicate (T.label term) (T.args term) True, state))))))
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-- -- -- clause parsing

parse_clause :: ParseState -> Either ErrorState ([Literal ByteString], ParseState)

parse_clause state =

pure state >>=

consume_whitespace >>=

(consume_char ’[’) >>=

(parse_clause_literals [])

where parse_clause_literals literals state =

pure state >>=

consume_whitespace >>=

(\state -> (char_at_point state) >>=

(\char ->

case char of

’]’ -> (increment state) >>=

(\state -> return (reverse literals, state))

’,’ -> (increment state) >>=

(parse_clause_literals literals)

_ -> (parse_literal state) >>=

(\(literal, state) -> parse_clause_literals (literal : literals) state)))

-- matrix parsing

parse_matrix :: ParseState -> Either ErrorState ([[Literal ByteString]], ParseState)

parse_matrix state =

pure state >>=

consume_whitespace >>=

(consume_char ’[’) >>=

(parse_clauses [])

where parse_clauses clauses state =

pure state >>=

consume_whitespace >>=

(\state -> (char_at_point state) >>=

(\char -> case char of

’]’ -> (increment state) >>=

(\state -> return (reverse clauses, state))

’,’ -> (increment state) >>=

(parse_clauses clauses)

_ -> (parse_clause state) >>=

(\(clause, state) ->

parse_clauses (clause : clauses) state)))

-- problem parsing

parse :: ByteString -> Either ErrorState (Matrix ByteString)

parse string =

(make_state string) >>=

(move_to_next_example_of ((==) ’\’’)) >>=

increment >>=

(\problem_name_start ->

(move_to_next_example_of ((==) ’\’’) problem_name_start) >>=

(\problem_name_end ->

(move_to_next_example_of ((==) ’[’) problem_name_end) >>=

parse_matrix >>=

(\(matrix, state) ->

let i = current_index problem_name_start

j = current_index problem_name_end

problem_name = substring (get_string state) i j

in return $ M.from_list problem_name matrix)))
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